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(Concluded)
We are· indebted to General Pope for the very important information that Colonel Carr arrested the medicine
man at the Indian village :withaut resistance, arid conveyed
his prisoner five or six miles in the direction of Fort Apache
without difficulty Of any sort. It was not until he had encamped for the night that the mutinous scouts came in and
fired upon Captain Hentig and. some soldiers. All other
ports have given the impression that the shooting occurred
at the Indian village, thus implying that a considerable number of the White Mountain Apaches wer'e invol'vedin the attack.
.
The details of the plan adopted for quieting the Indians
and apprehending and punishing the mutinous scouts is suf.;;
ficiently outlined by Commissioner of Indian Affairs Price
in his annual report for 1881, as follows:

re-

Six days' notice was given throughout the reserve that

a "peace line" would be declared on the reserve on Septem~

bel' 21st...,-outside of whose limits all Indians found would
be considered hostile. The White Mountain Indians came
into the agency and sub-agency in small parties, where they
were required to surrender to the military officers unconditionally, 'except that they asked and were promised a fair
trial for their individual crimes.
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On September 20th five chiefs who had been leaders
surrendered, and during the ensuing week sixty principal
men followed their example. Seveml of the mutinous scouts
had been arrested and brought in by the agency Indian police force and delivered up to the military, and by the close
of tKe month all were in or accounted for, and little remain'ed to be done but
proceed with the, trials. In the
same report Commissioner Price makes the following statement: "/ Ii desire to call attention to the loyalty shown by'
five-sixth of the Indians on the San Carlos reserve. They
have rendered invaluable and hazardous ser'vice as police
and scouts."

to

CommIssioner Price says the Indians "asked and were
promised a fair trial for their individual crimes." The Commissioner has chosen a harsh and umva1'ranted phraseWhat the Indians sought was a fair trial based upon their
individual conduct-not individual crimes. They had not
committed any crimes, and they declared their innocence in
a most emphatic manner when they came in voluntarily and
surrendered to the military arm, knowing that they rnust
stand trial before that stern tribunal.
There was no uprising all).ong the White Mountain'
Apaches. They had not committed any depredations and
were not insubordinate. Doubtless they were much excited
by conditions created by those who should have been their
best friends. Tiffany and Carr had blundered; the troops
were making "rapid marches through all the exp~sed districts" (whatever that may mean), and there were rumors
of more troops and big guns being rushed toward their
homes and cornfields (their "stronghold") on the Cibicu.
Spectacular maneuvers had been employed to create
this excitement, and now equally spectacular maneuvers
mustbe invoked to quiet these much disturbed Apaches. The
law assumes a man to be innocent until the contrary is
proven. But the military arm was in motion and chose to
lassume that the Indians they had excited were guilty and
must be brought to trial.
'
\
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Upwards of one hundred of these Indian prisoners wer~
escorted to Fort Grant for trial. Among these were the five
mutinous scouts who "had been arrested and brought in by
the agency Indian police force and delivered up to the military," and these five mutinous scouts 'Were the only Indians
found guilty before the military tribunal at Fort arant.
The mass of the White Mountain Indians had not committed any crimes. They had not been hostile, or even insubordinate. But they had been excited and must be quieted. So they were humiliated by the order demanding their
unconditional surrender to the military arm. Then they
were marched under military guard eighty miles to Fort
Grant. How long they remained at Fort Grant, and just
how they were treated during the time they were held as
prisoners at that post; I do not know. But, eventually, after
much anno1/anc'e and inconvenience these Indicms 'Were declared innocent and quieted and were permitted to trek back
to their homes and cornfields on the Cibicu. Due publicity
was given to this bluster of the military arm, but the humiliated and depressed Apaches had no friend ready and willing to tell the st"ory of their misfortunes and helplessness.
Of the five mutinous scouts convicted, two were imprisoned at Alcatraz, and the remaining three, "Dandy Jim,"
"Dead Shot," and "Skippy" were hanged at Fort Grant,
Arizona, on March 3, 1882.
The vaulting ambition of the Military arm to exkr'm.inate the Apaches met an inglorious and overwhelming defeat before they were able "to strike the savages such a blow
in actual battle as the General of the Army had demanded."
The White Mountain Apaches refused to be either hostile or
disobedient! They surrendered to the military arm promptly, voluntarily and unconditionally (merely begging for a
fair trial), notwithstanding they knew they were submitting their fate to a stern tribunal which preferred that these
.Apaches "be killed by bullets rather than by rope"-or, in
plain English, that they be executed 'Without trial.

, I
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Meanwhile it became obvious "that the whole affair
had been grossly exaggerated" and that twenty-two com,panies of reinforcement had been rushed' into Arizona on
a fool's errand. The three batteries of artillery sent to Arizona in September were back at their California stations in
October. Troop G, 1st Cavalry, returned in November.
Troop 1, 1st Cavalry, and the five companies of the 8th Infantry were back in California in December, General Willcox having secured permission to detain these troops in A rizona for "work on the Rocky Canyon road." . Troop C, 1st
Cavalry, the last of the rei~forcements from California, left
Arizona in March, 1882. The troops from New Mexico were
ordered back to their home s~atiotls a day or two after their
arrival at Fort Apache, but this order was rescinded when
a considerable part of the Chiricahuas fled from the subagency on September 30, 1881.
"The Military arm" has never recorded the actual
causes' that led to this flight of the "wild Chiricahuas." General Willcox says: "the causes of their sudden change are
unknown." General Carter's statement is well worth
consideration-"Troops of the regiment made rapid marches
through all the exposed districts, gradually concentrating at
and near the agency, where, for some unexplained reason,
the wild Chiricahuas under Ju (Hoo) and Geronimo, who
were at the San Carlos agency (sub-agency) fled toward
M,exico, leaving a trail ,of blood and pillage to mark their
hurried flight."
It is exceedingly interesting to note that General Carter
has, himself, concisely recorded· the "unexplained reason"
why "the wild Chiricahuas fled toward Mexico, leaving a
trail of blood and pillage to mark their hurried flight." The
"military arm" had been "set in motion." The troops were
making "rapid marches," and "gradually concentrating at
and near the agency." "Boots, boots, boots, boots, moving
tip and down again." This rapid marching and countermarching of the pale-faced cohorts, fully equipped for rilor-
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taJ combat, was continued for weeks, and the greater part
of these "operations in the field against hostile Apaches"
were concentrated in the Gila valley, sixty or seventy miles
from "the Cibicu country." The final and fatal "motion"
of "the military arm" occurred on the afternoon of September 30th when Major Biddle came blustering and blundering
down the Gila Valley from Camp Thomas at the head of'
three troops of cavalry and halted menacingly in the midst
of the Apache camps which were located in the vicinity of
the sub-agency.
'
The reader should understand that Fort Apache and
tlheCibicu country were both situated entirely within thpboundaries of the San Carlos reservation and about sixty
miles north ()f the Gila valley; that Camp Thomas, the San
Carlos agency and the sub-agency were all situated in the
Gila valley; that Camp Thomas was situated several miles
east of the eastern boundary of the reservation and about
thirty-five miles east from the San Carlos agency, and that
the sub-agency was about midway between these two posts.
Although the formal request from Agent Tiffany for
military assistance upon the reservation was dated August
14th, it is apparent that such action had been'decided upon
prior to that date, as General Willcox tells us that on August
13th "troops were ordered forward from points below and
west of Camp Thomas." The points below Camp Thomas
were Fort Grant, Fort Bowie and Fort Lowell. It is probable that a majority of the eleven companies brought in
from California were ordered to report at some one of these
three posts. All troops would be brought to Camp Thomas
or down from Fort Apache in the "rapid marches" necessary
to accomplish the gradual concentration "at and near the
agency"---and allot the troops moving between Camp
Thomas to San Carlos would pass the sub-agency where "the
wild Chi'ricahuas" were located.
It is very important to note here that the "wild Chiricahuas" camped near the sub-agency included a small band
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under Chief Hoo, and that, within the past year, these Indians had been induced to abandon their stronghold in the
fastnesses of the Sierra Madre mountains of Mexico an~ to
locate on the San Carlos reservation, an~ it will be helpful
if we remember that the Chiricahuas, the Southern Chiricahuas, and the Warm Spring Apaches had been friends and
allies for many years, and that the last of the troublesome
hostiles were recruited from these three bands. Also that
in some records Hoo's name is spelled "Ju," or "Juh," an alleged Spanish name, in the pronunciation of which the "J" is
given the "H" sound.
On page 18 of the Review for January" 1928, are recorded the details of my first meeting with Geronimo, Hoo and
N olgee, chiefs of the band of so-called "Southern Chirica. huas," who "had elected to include themselves in the treaty"
made by General Howard with Cochise in 1872. This meeting occurred at Apache Pass .on the afternoon of June 8;
1876. During that night this band of Southern Chiricahuas
fled into Mexico. The main band of the Chiricahuas under
the sons of Cochise-Tah-zay and Nah-chee-were removed
to the San Carlos reservation at that time and located near
the sub-agency. But Hoo and his followers maintained their
stronghold in· the Sierra Madre mountains' of Mexico for
more than four years thereafter, and it was not until .Janu2ary, 1881, that this band of Apaches were induced to abandon their nomadic life and locate with their friends at the
San Carlos sub-agency.
The general situation of .the Chiricahua camp at the
sub-agency in August, 1881, was, substantially,as follo\vs:
Nah-chee 'and his band had been living there a l'itUe more.
than five years. They had been. orderly and contented and
their loyalty was not questioned. Geronimo was brought to
San Carlos in irons in May, 1877. After his release from
the guardhouse he had strayed away for a visit with Hoo
and his band in the Sierra Madre, but after his return to the
reservation in 1879 he appeared to have settled down to the
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routine of camp life at the sub-agency. Hoo and his band
had been on the reservation only a few months, but they
insisted that they were sincere in their promise to remain
at peace--and their geneml conduct sustained this declamtion.

With theo,rrival of Hoo and his band at the sub-agency
in Januar1/ 1881, practically all of the Apaches west of the
Rio Grande had been assembled on the San Co,rlos 1'eservation. This plan of concentration had been progressing since
1875, and now that it had actually been accomplished the
utmost wisdom and discretion should have been employed in
the direction and management of these Indians in order that
they might remain at peace upon the reservation. Especial
care should have been taken not to alarm the bands under
:Geronimo and Hoo, as these had only recently abandoned
. their unrestrained nomadic habits to which they had been
accustomed all of their lives. Another matter that should
have been given particular consideration was the very i'mportant fact that there had been no troops upon the reservation since the Chiricahuas' wereremovecl from Apache Pass
and located at the s~~b-agency in June, 1876. And it may
not be doubted that Geronimo had finally settled down at
the 'Sub-agency, and that Hoo and his followers had been
persuaded to join the Chiracahuas there chiefly because of
the fact that there wer'e no troops at San Carlos, and that
the Apaches, themselves, were enforcing order and discipline through the medium of the agency police, with the result that a condition of peace and security prevailed throughmd the reservation.
Soon after the outbreak of September 30 occurred,
Agent Tiffany submitted a special report to Washington
which is included in the annual report of the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs for 1881, as follows:
These bands (the Chiricahuas) have been perfectly
quiet d~tring the whole White oMuntain trouble. They have
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been reported out on the war-path in New Mexico and committing depreda,tions all over the country, but every time in-,
quiry has been made the chiefs and men have always been
found in their camps.
"Ten days, or thereabouts, before the present out break
they came to me to hea,r what was going on, and what so '
many troops meant about the agencies. I explained it to
them and told them to have no fear, that none of the Indians
who had been peaceable would be molested in any way. They
said they had been out on the war-path (those under Hoo)
and had come in'in good faith and were contented, that they
did not want war or to fight. They inquired if the mm'ements of troops had anything to do with what they had done
in Mexico. I assured them it had not. They shook hands,
much delighted and went back.
,
Then the military move was made on the sub-agency to
arrest Chiefs George and Bonito of the White Mountain Indians, and Issue Clerk Hoag at the sub-agency, who has been
ve1-y efficient and judicious in all this trouble, tells me that
they 'were literally scared away by this movement of the
troops.
It should also be remembered that in the meantime two

companies of infantry and three t1·oops of cavalry had arrived at Fort Apache on September 24th, followed by six
troops of cavalry on September 25th-all reinforcements
from New Mexico. An Indian could travel from Fort
Apache to the sub-agency in a single day, and, therefore, we
need not doubt that. the "wild Chiricahuas" were fully informed as to the arrival of reinfOrcements at Fort Apache
,tjl~YO or three days 'prior to the outbreak. ' They also kriew
that the group of Indians held as' prisoners of war by the
military at San Carlos had been increasing daily, until between fifty and seventy-five were in custody. The most
alarming feature of the situation was the fact that no troops
had been on the reservation since October, 1875, but now
c-r"heavily armed battalions were making "rapid marches" to
an'd about the agency and heavy reinforcements were arrivipg from the east and from the west.,
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It was inevitable that thes,e menacing movements ..of the
"military arm" should spread alarm and unrest among the
Indians upon the reserv~tion. In fact the military could not
have.improved much upon their maneuvers if they had deliberately planned' to force an outbreak, and the only explanation of these maneuvers is that they were in harmony
with the policy outlined by the Secretary of War in his annual report for 1878, and which we have heretofore quoted
as follows:

I remain of the OpInIOn that permanent peace
in the Indian country can only be maintained by the exhibi1Jiion of force sufficient to overawe and keep in subjection
the more warlike and dangerous of the savages. We should
confront them with such military force as will teach them
the futility of an attempt to resist the power of the United
States.
The maneuvers wer'e also in harmony with General
Sherman's telegram of September 29, 1881, which we have
heretofore quoted as follows: "Sooner or later some con'siderable number of these Apaches will have to .be killed by
bullets rather than by rope."
The' maneuvers were .also in harmony with the bloodthirsty sentiment expressed by General Willcox in his annual report dated August 31, 1882, and which we have here-fufore quoted as follows: "We were un~ble to strike the
'savages such a blow. in actual battle as the General of the
Army demanded, and as the country ardently looked forno more than I did myself:" .
And these maneuvers were absolutely unnecessary and
unwarranted. The Apaches on the reservation were not
hostile and had no desire to go on the war-path. Even after
the mutinous military scouts had attacked Colonel Carr's
.command General McDowell said:
. The fact of the troops finding the medicine-man and his
people in their homes, where they had been planting corn,

shows that they were not then for war.
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And General Pope said:

There was certainly no concerted action or prearranged
attack. It became -known that the whole affair had been
grossly exaggerated. All supposed hostiles were surrendering without firing a shot or offering any resistance, and
there were no indications whatever of premeditation or intention to begin general hostilities.
General Carter was with Colonel Carr's command
at the time, of the attack arul was on the reservation all of the
time during the maneUVe1"S above referred to, and he tells
us that:
The failure of the messiah to come back to life, as
he had promised to' do if killed, cooled· the ardor of
the White Mountain Apaches, '1nd thel! rapidly drifted ba.ck
to their reservation camps."
Apparently the "wild Chiricahuas" had been reganled
as positively jriendly, for the reason that General Willcox,
in referring to the-outbreak of September' 30th, says: "The
causes of their sudden change are unknown."
We must not forget the Agent Tiffany was primarily
responsible for all of these disastrous maneuvers'because on
August 14th he made a formal demand that the' ~'military
arm" be. set in motion. Immediately after the outbreak
Agent Tiffany reported to Washington that the Chiricahuas
had been "perfectly quiet during the whole of the White
Mountain trouble." But the Chiricahuas were alarmed, and
that alarm took them to the San Carlos agency several times.
On two occasions they were talking to the, agent when tele'grams arrived inquiring as to their whereabouts. And then,
about ten days before the outbreak, they visited the agent
again to learn "what was going on, nnd what so 'many troops
meant about the agencies?"
In that inquiry General Willcox' could haye found a
startling explanation of "the causes of their sudden change."
Agent Tiffany says, '''I explained it to them." It is most unfortunate'that the agent did not includethatexplanation in
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his report to Washington. It would be mighty interesting to
know just how he explained to the untutored Indians all that
"'was going on, a,nd what so many troops meant about the
agencies." Nah-chee and his band,_ had been at the subagency five year"s. These had fulll1 demonstmted their loyaU?!. The little band under Hoo had heen on the reservation
only about eight months, but they declared they had corne
in from the war-path "in good faith and were contented,
that they did not want war or to fight." The agent says he
told them "to have no fear, that none of the Indians who had
been peaceable would be molested in a.ny wall." But they
stilI evinced their alarm when they asked the agent specifically "if the movements of the troops had anything to do
with what they had done in Mexico?" The agent says he
"assured them it had not." Thereupon "they shook hands
much delighted' and went back" to their camp at the subagency. "THEN"-note the helpless whine of the a,qent"THEN! !" Well, what then?

"Then the military move was made on the sub-a,qency.·'
That little sentence expresses volumes. It explains the sorry
jumble and bungling of the whole situation. There were
two administrations opera,tive upon the reservation, but the
assurances of the one and the movements of the other did
not coordinate. Agent Tiffany was no lonfier in a position
to "a,ssu1'e" the h1.dt·ans of a.n?Itll:l:n,rl. He had stupidly, but
voluntarily, relinquished that vital feature of authority-so
n~cessary to the success of hi:? administration---;when' he
'made formal demand that the miltta.ry arm be set i'ri motion
upon the reservation. He assured the Chiricahuas that they
would not "be molested in a.ny 'way," and the Indians returned to their camps "deliqhted" with this promise of continued peace. Then, suddenly, about a week later, without
apparent, necessity or cause-and without the slightest
warning-THREE TROOPS OF CAVALRY came galloping down from Camp Thomas and halted in battle array at
the very threshold of their rude camps.
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Under date of Tucson, Arizona, October 12, 1881-just
two weeks after the outbreak-General Willcox states that
"the causes of their sudden change are unknown," and in
his book published in December, 1917, General Carter says
the Indians fled "for some unexplained reason." . After a
.lapse of thirty-six years the "military arm" still. pleaded
ignorance as to the actual cause of the outbreak of the "wild
Chiricahuas" and yet, as a matter of fact, it is, by far, an
easier task to discoyer the causes why the Indians fled. than.
it is to explain the reason why the troops came. AND WHY
DID THEY COME?
The bands of White Mountain Apaches under the lead~
ers "George" and "Bonito" had their camps near the subagency and received their rations at that point. An edict
had been promulgated commanding all Indians suspected ·of
aiding or abetting the disturbance on the Cibicu must report
at theagehcy and be surrendered to the military authorities
as prisoners of war. When George and Bonito were in. formed that they were among the suspects they came in to
the sub-agency voluntarily on September 25th and reported
lo Ezra Hoag, the employe i~ charge. Without delay, ac~
companied by Mr. Hoag, they proceeded to Camp Thomas
and surrendered to General Willcox, the department commander, who, ,without hesitation, released them on parole.
Five days later, for some unexplained reason, General
Willcox decided that the parole he had granted these leaders
should be terminated and that they should be taken into
custody. Doubtless General Willcox was actIng within his
official rights in arriving at this, decision, 'although he has
not favored, us with the slightest hint as to the causes that
led to this sudden change in his attitude toward these two
suspects, but when he ordered three troops of cavalry, fully
equipped for war, to proceed, forthwith, upon the reservation for the purpose. of arresting George and Bonito and
'biinging them and their bands to Camp Thomas, he blundered unnecessarily, stupidly and fatally.

I
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Agent Tiffany was still in charge of the reservation. Jt
is true that, six weeks before, he had asked that troops be
sent to arrest the medicine-man on the Cibicu, but he ha,d
nOt (1slced the troops to arre8t anyone at the sub-agency.
There were no hostiles there, nor any disturbance of any
sort. George and Bonito had surrendered voluntarily on
September 25th, and there is no reason to doubt that they
would surrender again promptly on September 30th if told
to do so. The San Carlos agency police were faithfully and
efficiently executing ~very duty assigned to them, 1'egardless of kinship.': or hazards. If there had been anu need for
a displau of force, and the San Carlos Apache Police had
been put on the job they would have performed the service
promptly without causing any. excitement. There would
have been no alarming threat.· There would have been no
fuss and feathers and blustering. There would have bpen
no outbreak.
Biutthere was not the slightest need for a dJisplay of.
force. The agent was not consulted in the matter. He was
not even notified that troops were about to be sent upon the
reservation for the purpose of making arrests. The agent
and the agency police were absolutelu ignored. "The military arm" had been "set in motion." Twenty-two companies
of reinforcements had just arrived in Arizona and some
blustering was imperative in order to show that these reinforcements were not only needed, but were actuallu making
"rapid marches" and "gradually concentrating at a,nd near
the 'agencu." The blustering might have been tolerated, but
not the blundering.
The official record shows that all of the twenty-two
companies of reinforcements were on detached service in
connection with "field operations against hostile Apaches in
the Department of Arizona." In the circumstances we have
narrated three troops of cavalry were ordered out from
Cawp T.hoIllas to make a demo~$tration in ffJrce wit~ an of-

.~

.
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fensive objective at the sub-agency upon the San Carlos reservation as a feature of the "field operations against hostile
Apaches-in the Department of Arizona. h
While this considerable body of troops are approaching
the -reservation from the east, let us, in imagination, visit
the sub-agency and endeavor to vi~ualize the scenes being
enacted there, At once we wonde1' why the t1"OOP8 a,re coming, as the scenes about the sub~agency give us the impression that we have arrived in the midst of gala day festivities.
And so we have, for Ezra Hoag is very busy distributing the
weekly rations of flour, beef, etc., to the bands of White
Mountain, Warm Spring and Chiricahua Apaches whose
camps are located in that vici!l.jty~and every "ration day"
is very much of a gala day among these Indians. , There is a
vast throng of busy, interested, orderly and contented Indi~tns. Why are so many troops coming to threaten, alarm,
awe and arrest them?
This sub;..agency was constructed by my direction in the
summer of 1875. Ihad placed Ezra Hoag in charge at that
point at that time, and he had been in charge there continuously ever since. He was the sole employe at that pointand I doubt ifhe ever owned a [I7tn. All of the Indians liked
Ezra Hoag. He was just and sympathetic, and the Indians
-including "the wild Chiricahuas"-were his friends, and
he was their friend. They had spent ?lears in this friendly,
fashion, and these Indians knew that Ezra Hoag was always
deeply int~rested in everything that concerned their welfare
and progress, and that he was rendering them a friendly
and willing service' as he labored with the distribution of
their weekly supply of provisions, and these simple people
responded to this spirit of kindness and reciprocated with
their respect and friendship and confidence.
We can readily understand, th~refore, why every "ration day" that was presided over by Ezra Hoag was a gala
day to the multitude of Apaches who gathered about the
sub-agency, and that on those occasions there was spontan-
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eous obedience and orderly behavior while the care-free
throng indulged in gossip and jests and feasting and laugh~
ter and dancing and song. _Their suspicion and alarm because of the rapid marches and concentration of so many
. troops about the agency had been allayed by the very recent
and ver'?} positive assurance of the aqent that they wO'ltld
not be molested in any 'lUa,?), so they had put aside their fears
and entered upon the gala day spirit of the occasion. And
"THEN" ! ! ! !
"Then the militanl rno?Je was made on the sub-agency."
Then, suddenly, without apparent necessity or cause, and
without the slightest warning, the gala day festivities were
rudely interrupted as the THREE TROOPS OF CAVALR Y
came galloping dovm from Camp Thomas and halted in battle array at the sub-agency. Their arrival was a hostile gesture. They were there for an offensive purpose- in force,
and, if necessary they would use that force to attain their
objective. And it might require the active support of the
entire force to accomplish their purpose-otherwise, why
brinq three compam:es of mou,nted soldiers full?! equipped
for battle? Agent 1'iffany had assured them a few days be.,
fore that they need have no fear as they would not be mo':
lested in any way. Were they to believe the aqent, or 'what
they saw confronting them? Immediately all of their former suspicions and fears rushed back upon them. The feeling
of alarm grew and spread, and, a few hours later, "the wild
Chiricahuas fled toward MexiCo."
George and Bonito, the alleged "suspects," sent word to
Major Biddle that if he would withdraw his troops they
would accompany Clerk Haag to Camp Thomas and again
surrender to General Willcox as soon ·as the issue of beef
was completed, but Major Biddle spurned this offer of
peaceful surrender imd "moved his troops nearer to the
camps of the Indians." I have been told recently-on good
authority-that Major Biddle actually deployed his troopers
in skirmish line, and I do not doubt that this is true.
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'The result of this display of force and threat of battle
was the flight o/the "wild Chirica,huas," but Major Biddle
failed to apprehend either of the two "suspects" he had been
, ordered to arrest~ The stupidity and wantonness of this
move of the military arm at the sub-agency on September
30, 1881, is emphasized by the fact that none of the scores
of White Mountain "suspects" who were then "prisoners of
war," and who were marched down to Fort Grant for trial,
were found guilty of any wrong.
And General Carter erred mildly when he said the wild
Chiricahuas left" a trail of blood and pillage to mark their
hurried flight." The single purpose of those Indians at
that time was to arrive at their stronghold in the mountains
of Mexico with the least delay possible, and their flight was
too "hurried" to permit them to indulge in any raiding detours. But the wild Chiricahuas did leave trails of blood
and pillage on subsequent raids, as the sorry sequences of
the movements of the military arm and the rapid marches
and the gradual concentration of the troops at and near the
agencies, and these sequences, if truthfully recorded, would
constitute some interesting pages in the several regimental
histories.
It was because I knew Ezra Hoag's sterling character
that I placed him in charge of the sub-agency in 1875. The
disturbance among the White Mountain Indians in the summer of 1881 resulted in certain conditions at the sub-agency, '
the satisfactory ad.iustment of which demanded the application of sound common se'(Lse and superior .Judgment on the
part of Mr. Haag, and Agent Tiffany says that he was "very
efficient and judicious in all this trouble." No other man
knew the Chiricahuas as well as Ezra 'Haag did at that time,
and no man was less liable to state an untruth regarding
them than he. For these reasons, as I have stated hereto, fore, I firmly believe he told· the simple truth when he said
"the Indiariswere literally scared away by this movement
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of the troops." Furthermore, the official record of conditions and events occurring at and about the sub-agency at
the time fully sustains Mr. Hoag's assertion.
Included among the fugitives was Nah-chee-the son
of Cochise. He had been 'loyal and peaceable on the reservation for so'many years that he could no longer be classed as
a "wild" Chiricahua. It is obvious. therefore, that when
Nah-chee violated the solemn promise he gave his dying
father in 1874 to keep the peace pledged with General Howard in '1872, and cast his lot with the hostiles there m,ust
have been a sufNcient reason-a super-inciting cause."
This casual review of the record brings us face to face
with the cruel fact tbat the flagra,nt mis-rule of the
Apaches, due to the incapacity and stupidity of Agent Tiffany and the malevolent maneuvers of the military arm
within the boundaries of the San Carlos reservation between
August 30, and September 30, 1881, broke the seven years
of peace on that reservation and precipitated an outbreak,'
some of the disastrous sequences of which have been recorded in the so-called campaigns against Geronimo. but the
heavier penalties of this mis-rule were visited upon the
great mass of well-disposed Apaches who were compelled to
endure for a weary period of twenty years-from August,
1881, until January, 1901, the oppressive presence upon the
reservation of such troops as the military arm deemed "an
exhibition of force sufficient to overawe and keep them in
subjection."
.
\
The sad drama reported by General Willcox under date
of Tucson, October 12, 1881, contains a: paragraph that is almost humorous. He says:
The California. reinforcements have been of great
service, and were sent down promptly and as called
for, and well equipped for the field. Part of them are
now in pursuit of the Chiricahuas on the bOl~del·. The
outbreak of these Indi?ns on the night of September 30
5.

See N. M. Hi"l. Rev. III. 131.
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has been duly reported, and the causes oj' theiT sudden
change aTe unknown. It is supposed to be the fear of being
disarmed. If this is true, the outbreak was likely to come
at any moment, and could not have come at a better time.
This because we had adequate force at hand, and it has been
used to such advantage that the' smallest possible damage
has been ,suffered. This tripe is now in full flight andutteTly defeated.
This is another choice sample of press agent material
for consumption abroad. The truth is that the fleeing "wild
Chiricahuas" were not intercepted by the troops and did not
he~itate until they we're safely within their old familiar
stronghold in the Sierra Madre mountains of Mexico. It is
also true that "an adequate force was at hand" in Arizona,
and equally true that "the smallest possible damage was suffered" by the hostiles, for the reason that barring a skirmish
with their rearguard in which a sergeant was killed and
three soldiers were wounded, the troops never had even a
glimpse of the fleeing Indians. I happened to be one of a
party of citizens that followed the trail of the "wild Chirica.,
huas" across the international line into Mexico. ThM'e were
no troops ahead of us, nor any in sight behind us, and we did'
not see any Indians'.
In the s~me report Generai Willcox says "the tro~ps
were moved to the Cibicu country" where they 'drove the
White Mountain "hostiles" from their strongholds "into the
folds of the reservation." On October 12 he had a part of
his adequate force "in pursuit of the Chiricahuas on the border" with "this tribe in full flight and utterly defeat~d."
Perhaps the general did not know that the flight of the "wiId
Chiricahuas" had ended at least a week before he penned his
press-agent report, and that after they were safely within
the rugged Sierra Madre mountains of Mexico they did not
give a tinker's damn how many troops he might have in pur- '
suit of them "on the border"-since no arrangements had
yet been made allowing pursuing forces to cross the international line.
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"This tribe" may have been "utterly defeated" in the
military mind of General Willcox at the time he composed
his official report on October 12, but the embarrassing feature of the situation was that "the tribe" didn't know it.
"This tribe" had evaded the "adequate forces" in Arizona, which consisted of the 6th cavalry and the twenty-two
companies of reinforcements, and, therefore, it is extremely
difficult for a layman to comprehend the course of reasoning that led General' Willcox to imagine that these Indians
were "utterly defeated."
When General Crook visited the "wild Chiricahuas" in
Mexico in 1883, their general 'appearance ,and attitude did
not indicate that "this tribe" had been "utterly defeated."
During 1885 and 1886 General Crook and General Miles
employed 3000 regular troops" and 400 Indian scouts (be'sides some Mexican regulars) in the campaigns against a
part of these "wild Chiricahuas," and, although several surrenders were arranged, "this tribe" was never "utter17J d,(3fea,ted."
6.

ld .• III. 224.
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DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE RIO GRANDE
PUEBLOS, NEW MEXICO
Part II-.1542 to 1581
By ADOLPH

F.

BANDELIER

For thirty-eight years after Coronado's expedition had
left the banks of the Rio Grande, the history of its Pueblo
. Indians is virtually a blank, as far as documentary information is concerned; with the exception of the residence among
the Tiguas (perhaps) and certainly among the Pecos, of the
monk or monks, of whom I have treated at the end of the
first part. The stay of these missionaries or (missionary.)
in New Mexico, however, probably did not last long. While
there are no positive data at hand, contemporaneous authorities seem to have been convinced that speedy death, at the
hands of the natives, cut short their (or his) labors. The
year 1542 may already have been the last of their earthly
career, as seems to have been the case at Quivira with Fray
Juan de Padilla, of whose martyrdom there exist the reports of eyewitnesses. '
It may be looked upon as superfluous to treat of a period during which no evidence of direct contact with the
Pueblos is, so far, known to exist. It will be seen further
on, that indirect information, especially on the Rio Grande
Indians, turned up in the course of the eighth decade of the
sixteenth century, information that throws a scanty light
also on times somewhat anterior. While, therefore, this
part cannot offer more than incidental hints on the Indians
,themselves, it covers much material for the history of Spanish colonization. That colonization, going on south of tli.e
Rio Grande Pueblo range, stands in relation to subsequent
1.

457.

This is asserted by Jaramillo, Relaci6n /{echa. p. 317; Castaiiada. eibo/n. p.
The witnesses were the Portugese and some Indians, also a negro or mulatto.
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occurrences that proved decisive for the fate of the sedentary aborigines of New Mexico in general; henc~, it is proper to consider it, if only in a cursory manner. The four decades included in this part of my investigations, were a
period of preparation for what afterwards happened to the
Pueblos, and as such, the brief glance to be cast at them will
not be useless..
Notwithstanding the egregious failure of Coronado's
enterprise and the resulting discredit of New Mexico as a
colonizable region, there are indications that, during the
term of administration of Mendoza's successor, Don LUIs de
Velasco," renewed attempts in the direction of the North
American Southwest were under consideration in Spain and
Mexico. Juan Jaramillo states at the close of his Report:
"And, having given information of this, (a shorter route by
the Atlantic slope) to Gonzalo Solis de Meras and Isidoro
de Meras, since it appeared to me important for what I am
told and have understood, that His Majesty ordered Your
Lordship to ascertain and discover some road (way) for
connecting that country with this (New Spain, while the
2. This is asserted, by Mota Padilla, ili.c:toria de fa N1WVo. Galicia, p. 207. Referring to the appointment of the first alcalde mayor for the mines of San Martin
in New. Galicia in 1562, he adds: "Poco despues D. Francisco de. Ibarra, en virtud de
comision del senor virey D. Luis de Velasco, saBa en bUBea de Ia gran laguna de
Copala, y en Ia instrucci6n que se Ie di6, se Ie dice que entre Poniente y Norte,
estaba Ia provincia de Tzibola, que an~uvo Francisco Vazquez Coronado. que no
pasase ni al Sur, ni costas del mar .. Mand6sele que Iuego entrase solo a las tierras que
habia entre Oriente y Norte; estas son las tierra~ que el inrlio "turco Ie dUo a Francisco
Vazquez Coronado . . ."
This statement by Mota Padilla strikes me ns perhaps
doubtful, for reasons hereafter given. Yet there are two documents, referring to a
"second expedition" of Ybarra .. The first is dated May 3d, 1563; and by Francisco
de Ybarra himself. It is directed to t.he Viceroy D. Luis de Velasco and distinctly
says: "A esta hora acaVQ de JIegar de un descubrimiento que fUI a haeer"-Relacion
de lo rrne. dcscubri6 D(ego1, 'de Ibarra en la provincia de Copa,[a, llrtmada "Topiam.e;·
dcscrilJiendo ml.iY par menor. ·su viaje y Descubrimicnto etc. (Doc. de lndias, vol. 14.
p. 559.)
The second is the letter from Diego de Ibarra to the viceroy, May 9th, 1563,
(ibid., pp. 555~561) including the above mentioned document by Franc'iseo, de Ybarra
and intere!:lting for its mention of the name of "Nuevo Mexico." Finally there is a.
letter by the viceroy to the Emperor, dated May 26th, 1563. This refers to a second
expedition by Ybarra, though not in l;5carch of the Northeast. The name New Mexico
distinctly applies to the region of Tapia or Topiame. and has nothing to do with the
territory occupied, in part, by the Pueblos.
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other is Quivira) ... "" The royal decree here mentioned, I
have not yet been able to obtain., Had it been susceptible of
execution at the time it would probably have led into the Rio,
Grande valley again. The royal command hinted at by Jaramillo must have been given to Velasco in or after the year
1550. There was considerable trouble in northeI:n Mexico'
(generally speaki,ng) about the year 1554: hut it does not
. appear to have furnished occasion for executin~ the ord8l"s
to explore further in the direction of New Mexico."
Nevertheless, it seems that Velasco made at least an attempt, at the fulfillment of the imperial (and royal) orders.
In 1552, Francisco de Ybarra, governor of the then recently
created province of New Biscay, received orders from Velasco to explore the northern country, not to the northwest
whither Coronado had gone, but to the northeast. Instead
of following this route, Ybarra was, by the season and the
Indians, turned off to the west and had to terminate his expedition in Sinaloa." The Pacific coast route was not considered any more since the failure of Coronado; in fact, it
wasnot New Mexico but Kansas and Nebraska of today that
were the goal to be reach~d. But the di~coyeries of rich silver deposits in northern Mexico attracted t~e attention of
3. Relaci6n hccha, p. 317,
4.'
Cavo, £0.'1 Tres Siglos de Mexico, p. 110: Antonio de Herrera, Historia general, Dec. VIII. Lib. x. cap. XXI and XXII, pp. 244, 245 and 246.
5. Relaci6n. de los DC8cubrimientos Conqui.<Jtas y Pobladnnes hechas por el Gobern~dor FramC:'isco de ybarra en las Provine'iaa de Copald. Nueva Vizcaya 11 Chiahnela
(Doc. de India•. vol. 14, p. 468): "usando de una ceduia de Su Magestad que par~
ella el clicho Visorrey tenia, proveyeron al clicho Francisco de Y'barra. por gobernador
de toda la tierra adentro de las dichas minas de San Martin en ailelante. para q~le
entrase con Ia gente Que paresciese a descubrir tierras nuevas y po.bla~iones de indios,
. . . " The document states also, that Ybarra was appointed governor in 1542. which
6tril<es me as doubtful. It is more likely 1552. In the title, the document from
which I quote is made to bear the date of 1554 and the departure of Ybarra on his
expedition is fixed in the same year: "sali6
dicho gobernador de las minas de los
Zacatecas, el ano de mil y quinientos y cincuenta y. cuatra, para entrar la tierra
ade~tro." There is no conne~tion, at least apparently, between the royal decree
mentioned and the uprising of the Indians in the same year.
6. . See note above. Also Juan Lopez d.e Velasco, Geografia y Desc,!ipci6n universal de las India. (1571 to 1574, published in 1894), p.' 269 et .•equens; Rclaci,)n de
. los Descuhrimiento8 Con(/uisblLS y Poblaci.oncs. ;
por el GolJe'rnadoT Francisco de
Ybarra, Pp. 463 to 484.
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explorers and caused the settlement of those regions, somewhat to the detriment 9f adventurous attempts to penetrate
-plus ultra. Individual prospecting continued, of course,
and eventually led to enterprises which drew the Rio Grande
region again into the domain of documentary history.7
Not only had the route along the Pacific coast become
unpopular through Coronado's failure, there also lay a serious obstacle in its path. That obstacle was the two powerful
and warlike tribes of the Mayo and Yaqui Indians. Even
the latter, although located in southern Sonora, had been
grazed, at least, by NUllo de Guzman" Coronado seems prudently to have avoided contact with them: The Yaquis were
brought to terms much later, through the persistent .efforts
of Martin de Hurdaide. Both of these tribes, but chiefly
the Yaquis, were too powerful for small exploring ·parties.
Hence progress of the Spaniards became temporarily de10

7. There is considerable resemblance between modern prospecting in th~ Southwest (and every,vhere) and the numerous individual efforts mad~, especially in. the
sixteenth century, t.o discover mines. The official documents contain occasional references to modest personal efforts of the kind, ano to the scmetimes important results. A3 an example, I refer to the testimony or testimonies given in the inquiry
into the motives for the dash by Francisco Chamuscado in 1581, which I shall men~
tioD further OTI.
B. Nuno de Guzman reached the Mayo and Yaqui rivers which, in the documents of the time, are also called "Mayomo" and "Yaquimi"' in the 'summer of the
year 1533. Proce/w del Marqucs del Valle y NU,1io de Guzmdtl. 1/ los Adelnntadc8 Soto y
Alvarado, solJre al descubrimiento de la Tie'r'ra. nueva, 1540~1541. (Doc. de IniUas, vol.'
15, p. 329 and 333.) The report is made. by Diego de Guzman. -Relaei6n de 10 que yo
Diego de Gu,zma:n he dcscolJicrto en ia costa de la 'mar del Sur, Por Su :Ma[/cstad y por
el ilustre sefioT Nuno de Guzman, GobernadoT de ia Nu.eva Galicia. _ (Idem, p. 325.)
According to theSegunda Rclad(Jn an6ni'ma de 'La .Jornada. de Nuiw de G-uzrnan. (no
date, but certainly by an' eyewitness, Doc. para- la lfistor'ia de Mexico, Yca<:.balceta,
vol. II. p. 304 and 305.) it would have been in -1530. Herrera. Hi,toria .qencral (Doc.
V. Lib. I, p. 16. etc.) places it in 1532. All agree upon the warlike and hostile "ttitude of the Yaqui Indians.
9. Coronado, Detter to Mendoza (p. 553) merely alludes to thf: river HLachimi."
Jaramillo, Relaci6n hccha, (p. 305) "Ya9uemi."
No mention is made of a contact
with the natives. Castar.eda, Cibola, p. 42·1: .oel general y ~u gente atrabe~aron la
tierra sin contraste."
10. P. Andres P !rez de Ribas, Historia de los Triumphos de nuestra Santa Pe
entre GenteR las t1Ia.<j Barba,raB y fieras del neuva OTbe .. conseguidos POT los Suldado8
de La Milicia de la Com.pa11ia de J csus en ills Misio1J.es de la Prouincia de Nueva
EBpa,ia. (Madrid. 1645) devotes much attention to the indeed remarkable deeds of
this most energetic man during his reduction of the Yaquis. I refer to it \vithout
quoting, as it would be too long.
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fleeted to the east, into Zacatecas, Durango and, finally,
southern Chihuahua." What lay north of the region about
Parral was not very enticing. Towards the New Mexican
f:rontier of today. the country was little else than a desert,
where the absence of water presented a serious impediment
and where the Indian tribes were either weak in numbers or
hostile, a part of the Conchos excepted.]2 So colonization,
rather than conquest began to predominate. Cities like·
Zacatecas and Durango sprang up]· which became, in course
of time, centers of activity and 'Yealth, and thus relieved the
mother country, as well as central Mexico, of the onerous
duty of originating and supporting costly explorations. the
outcome of which; necessarily, was always doubtful.
Until 1580 knowledge about the North American Southwest r'emained exceedingly imperfect. The sixteen fac-simile maps so judiciously published by Mr. Winship in his
work on Coronado, maps drawn between the years 1542 and
1608," show how little real progress in geographical knowledge was made in regard to the Pueblo country, during the
sixty six years which they cover. They are scarcely anything else than a repeatal of original misconceptions. Descriptions, written between 1542 and 1580 are, in the first
place, not numerous, and they become more brief and· incomplete the nearer they approach to the beginning of. the
ninth decade of the sixteenth century. Gomara, in 1553, is
yet reasonably instructive although incorrect statements
11. Ribas. Hi..t01·ia de los Triurnpho.•. lib. IV, cap. I. p. 237: the Mayos had
"ocho 0 diez mil Indios de petea. y ('ran como treinta mil ,personas las que 10 poblauan." ,.
Of the Hiaquis (Yaquis) he states (lib. V, ':ap. I. p. 284): "Quando los Hiaquie en
~u Gentilidad poblauan este rio, era en forma de .rancherias tendidas por :sus riberas y
junto a sus semcnteras . .y el numero des~as rancherias seria de ochenta, en que :-.Luia
treinta mil almas."
He adds. p. 285; "La naci6n Hiaqui era ten ida por Jas mas
valiente, alentada, y beliccsa de todas las ~]e Ia provincia."
12. The Conchos were known -at an early elate. It is not impossible that Ca1)eza
de Vaca saw them, but his stat,ements are, from the conditions under which he had
to travel, exc~edingly brief Dnd v~.gue.
13. Zacatecas was founded in 1546; Durango in 1554. about.
14. Report of Bureau of Ethnology. 18:J2-1893. part I.
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. abound;" Suarez Peralta only indulges in general deprecations of New Mexico. lu The "Description of the Archbishopric of Mexico from 1570"'7 is very unsatisfactory, and Juan
Lopez de Velasco (1571 and 1574) is little else than aln
abridgment of Gomara, even lacking the historical details
given (often incorrectly) by the latter.'" All agree, however, upon the poverty and the um,atisfactory climate (if
New Mexico proper, while they extoll the advantages presented by Quivira.
If the opening of the Southwest had depended exclusively upon the initiative of laymen it is not impossible that
it would have been longer delayed. There was no incentive
for practical enterprise in the descriptions which eyewitnesses, both in writing and orally, gave of the region.
Quivira, which appeared far better, was also far more difficult of access, and could not be ,thought of at the time. An
element, which has always been of primary force in matters
of early Spanish exploration and colonization,' came, however, into play. This was the religious element. The Cath- ;
olic missionaries, especiaJly the Regulars, had always before
them the prospect of conversion as a sacred duty, to which
every personal consideration was subordinate.. Free from'
the ties and responsibilities of the family they were obliged
to 'devote themselves unconditionally to what Religion
taught them to be for the good of mankind, irrespective of
origin and condition, and regardless of hardships or death.
The Franciscans had already discovered the Pueblo Indians,
some of their number had been the first to suffer martyrdom in that land. The Franciscans also were to open the
new road to the Rio Grande.
.
The ecclesiastic organization of New Spain had two
I

•

15. Historia, p. 288 etc.
16. Tratado del descubrimiento de las ·Yndias etc,
17. Descripci6n del Arzobispado de Mexico (1570).
18. Geograjia v de"cripci6n universal (1571-1574. published 1894). pp. 278-280.
19. This is, of course, the case everywhere, where regular orders are not prohibited, but I must refer to New ~pain in a special manner.
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branches. The secular branc9 was superior insofar as the
heads of the church, the archbishop of Mexico and under
him the bishops in their respective dioceses, had the right
(and duty) of supervision and administration. Like the
curates, these functionaries are secular priests, which, how,ever, does not preclude the possibility of the member of any
order, a so-called regular, being appointed. a prelate. The
regulars, (monks and nuns) were autonomous (and are
, still) as far as their interior affairs are concerned, but there
is an appeal to the prelates in case a serious matter troubles
the state of any fraternity. If desirable or necessary, the
pope as "pontifex maximus," supreme head of the church,
can be applied to, and his decisions are final; there is no appeal from them."" The regular orders cannot establish themselves in any diocese and remain, without permission of the'
head of that ecclesiastic precinct. At the time we treat of,
the church in Mexico was in process of formation so-to-say.
There was a slow but persistent expansion going on, that
. gradually required the establishment of new dioceses. This
work of aggrandizement was in the hands of missionaries
and these were uniformly regulars that is, monks: "friars,"
as they are mostly called in 'common parlance. There were
no Jesuits yet established in America; that comparatively
modern order appeared in Mexico, with a view to permanence, in 1572."' .
In a vast country, absolutely virgin, only individual efforts could be made in the beginning. A missionary depending from the convent (house) where he had been established, hence from the provincial authority of that district,
had first to obtain permission to leave it in order to undertake a mission. •Once that faculty had been obtained, his
actions were to be guided by duty and by circumstances, un~
20. See. about the relative position of the pope and councils. the Catholic Cuelapec1.ia, vol. IV. pp. 426 and 435. Not even a council could prevail against a papal
decision.
,21. P. Francisco Florencia, Historia de 1a Pro1n"ncia de la Campania de Je8'tis
de Nueva Espana. Jib. III, cap. I, p. 101.
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less he had received special instructions from his superiors.
He was, of course, expected to return and report, but the
possibility of death in yet unknown lands, either from natural causes or at the hands of men, were not only taken into
account but even looked upon as probable and any personal
sacrifice, of health or life, was even regarded as of advantage to the general work. Missionaries enjoyed, for the sake.
of their exceptional duties and position, sometimes exceptional faculties. The secular clergy, even the highest, meddled but little with their doings.
In the year 1581 there was only one diocese north of
Michoacan, in northern Mexico: the bishopric of Guadalajara, founded 1544," and the first candidate for the incuI,TIbency presented was a Franciscan, Father Antonio de Ciudad Rodrigo, one of the first twelve missionaries of New
Spain, and who was, in 1538, provincial of the order when
Fray Marcos of Nizza was sent to explore the unknown
north. He refused, however, the nomination and it was only
three years after that a bishop of Guadalajara could be consecrated in the person of Don Pedro Gomez Maraver, a secular priest:" According to the report of the ecclesiastic "Cabildo" of Guadalajara to Kin.l:l" Philip II, dated 1570, there
'were in that year, twenty-eight (secular) curacies in the
diocese, the most northerly of which was in southern Chihuahua (Indehe):' At the same time there were at least
sixteen Franciscans in the diocese, the mines of San Martin or rather; the settlement of Nombre de Dios to the north
of it, being their farthest permanent residence. 25
The report says of these stationary friars: "but it
seems to us that God would be better served if the said religious men were to live religiously and in regular condition
in their convents, and that the monasteries were five
Mota Padilla, Historia de Nueva Galicia, cap XXXIX, p. 198.
Ibidem.
24. In/mime al Rey par el Cabildo ecclemustico de Guadalajara (Doc. l>a1'a la
Hist. de Mexico, Ycazbalceta, vol. II, p. 494.)
25. Idem, p. 499.
22.
23.
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leagues apart, or six, and not that one friar be the sole
keeper (guardian) principally if he is young."'· These stationary monks could not do extensive missionary work, for
the compass assigned to their daily activity was in itself
very comprehensive. Hence itinerant friars, wandering
missionaries, were those who promoted the expansion of
christianization. The abodes of the stationary Franciscans
or, where there were none, those of secular priests, afforded
them a basis of operation. The residences of the former are,
in documents, called by the rather pompous name of "monasteries" or "convents" and even today, the people of the
country use the latter name for the modest residence of the
secular priest. In the sixteenth century, the "convents" in
northern Mexico were, if possible, much ~more modest even
than those of today.
The Dominican order impinged but lightly upon the
territory which the Franciscans had occupied. The Dominicans, although missionary work was also (and most ably)
performed by them in other parts of the Spanish-American
possessions, were above all: "Ordi Divini Predicatores." In
the second concile of the Mexican Dominicans (of the year
1555) it was made the obli~ation of those who performed
the duties of priors at the convents, to keep a special book
in which, daily if possible, entries were to be made recording anything that was ascertained about the Indians, their
. customs, rites and traditions. Few of these manuscripts if
any, are still in existence.'"
The Company of Jesus appeared in New Spain comparatively late, they found most of northern Mexico already
26. The idea of the Cabildo (see note above) was good, but at the time, of difficult execution. The clerg~r was no~ nu;m~rous enough in New Spain, the sct£lements were at a long distance from each 'Jthcr, atld the Spanish settlers comparatively few. Santa Barbara. for instance, was forty leagues north of San Mdrtin.
In the mines of that name and those of Rancho!:i. Chalchuites, Sombrerete and Las
Nieves, ther~ were, in 1570. altogether 150 Spaniards and at Santa Barbara and
Indehe together not rnore than thirty. Informe, pp. 494 and 499.
27.. I have been unable. whenever I ,wa~ in Mexico. to learn of the existence
of any.
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controlled by the Franciscans, and turned their attention to
the regions bordering upon the Pacific Ocean.
The crown of Spain was very solicitous of securing as
much reliable information as possible on its domain and the
inhabitants thereof, to have it properly recorded and preserved,-hence the office of royal chronicler or cosmographer. Juan Lopez de Velasco held that position from 1571 to
the year 1581,2' and the meagre information on the Mexican
North imparted by him is significant. But, while thus positive knowledge made very little progress officially, in regard to that region, the crown prepared constantly for exploration as well as for colonization.
Descriptions of New Spain for official purposes. were
made, by superior orders, as early as 1532"" and continued
to be collected, whether general or local, during the sixteenth
century. The desire to become thus reliably informed led
to the splendid royal ordinances of 1571 and 1572, in which
the duties of the royal cosmographer are minutely defined,
and especially the methods of discovery and occupancy of
unexplored or unoccupied lands are prescribed."· These
highly important dispositions were followed, in 1577, by a
royal "Decree, Instruction and Memorial"" for the "Formation of Descriptions of the Indian settlements." From the
introductory ordinance of 1573 it would seem that any and
every personal initiative for exploration is cut off: "No
person, of whatever rank or condition he may be, shall, by
his own authority, make new discoveries by land or by sea
... without license and faculty from us or from whoever is
28. See Relaciones geogr6.!icas de India•• vol. I. Anteccdentes, p. LXXI and.
IXXIV.
29. Idem. p. XXXIV. The "description" was made by order of Bishop Ramirez
de Fuenleal.
.
30. Relaciones geogr6.!ica., Antecedentes, p. 83. The date of the first is September 24th, 1571. The second and, for my purpose, the more important is published in Doc. de India., vol. 16. I shall have to refer to it frequently hereafter. The
title of the first is: C6dice de Leyes y ordcnanzas 7lueuamente hcchas por 8U Mage8tai
para la Gouernacwn de las Yndias y bucn Tratamiento y conseruaci6n de loa Yndios
etcs (Doc de India.: vol. 16 also,)
.
31. Relacioncs. Antecedentes, p. 22, et~.
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empowered by us to give it, under pain of death and the
10.ss of all his property for the benefit of our Treasury."'"'
In view of the enormous distances that sometimes separated
the confines of frontier settlements from the administrative
centres, this clause may appear practically prohibitory, but
the objection is. removed in the fourth clause: "From the
settlement established on the confines (frontier) by way of
commerce and barter, there shall penetrate Indjan vassals,
acquainted with the language, to discover the country, also
Spaniards and ecclesiastics, with presents and objects for
exchange, and peaceably. They shall endeavor to know and
understand everything, the substance and qualities of the
country, of the nations of people inhabiting it and the chiefs
governing them; and of this they will inform and make note,
always sending reports of it to the governor, for transmission to the council." This left a loophole for personal enterprise.
I quote these clauses purposely. They apply especially
to the case of the subsequent rediscovery of New Mexico in
1581, which might have been delayed considerably but for
the reserve in favor of individual exploration. Later on,
when the expeditions of Humana and Castano will have to
be treated, it will be s~en how l"trictly the first clause was
observed by the superior authorities. By these royal dispositions, the Pueblos were, therefore, always exposed, to a
reconnoissance at least. A conquest, however, might become
33

32. OrdenanzQ,s de Su Magcstad para los nuevos Dcscubrimiento8 Conqu'istas y
Pacificaciones. July 13th, 15'03, in vol. 16 of Doc. ·de Indias, p. 143: ."Ninguna persona
de cualquier estado y condicion Que sea, hags' por su propria autoridad nuevo descubrimiento por mar ni por tierra, ni entrada, naeva' poblaci6n, ni rancheria en 10 que
estobiere descobierto, 0 se descobriere. sin :'icencia y provision Nucstra 0 de ql1ie~
tobiere nuestro parler para Ia dar, so pena de mnerte y de pcrdimiento· de todas sus
bienes para nuestra Carriara~ etc. etc."
33. Ibidem. p. 144: "Desde· el pueblo que estobiere poblado en los corifines por
via de comercio y rescate, entren indios vasallos. lenguas; a descobrir la tierra y religiosos y espanoles, con rescate y con dadivas. y ,de paz; procurando saber y ent.ender
el sUbieto. substancia y calidades de la tierra y las naciones de gentes que las habitant
y los senores Que las gobiernan: Yhagan discreci6n de t~do 10 Que se pudiere saber ).
entender, y vayan i!"biando siempre relaci6-., al Gobemador, para qUe la imbie al
Conseio.'·
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'indefinitely postponed, as it was for the supreme authority
or its highest representatives to decide whether it would be
advisable to attempt it. The term ."conquest" was even officially abrogated. "The discoveries shall not bear the name
and title of conq~ests sin~e, as they shall be made with all
the peacefulness and charity we desire, we do not want the
name to give occasion or pretext for violence and damage to
the Indians."" . The following clauses deserve particular attention: "The discoverers, by land and sea, shall not engage in war nor in any conquest, nor assist any Indians
against others, nor enter into questions nor contests with
those of the country, for any cause or reason, nor do them
any damage,. or take any of their belongings against their
will, only by barter and with the (owners') free consent.""
"Having made the discovery or voyage, the discoverers
shall come back, to render account to the audiencias and
governors by whom they were sent out."··
"If they should see that the people are domesticated
and that some ecclesiastic can remain among them with security, and there should be one willing to remain in order to
teach them and put them in good polity, he may be left there,
promisi'ng to come back for him in a year, or before if possible."·' After determining the co'nditions of the country
and of the settlers it is further disposed: "The region, province, district, and land determined upon by expert· explor34. Ordenanzas de Su Magestad, p. 152: "Los descobrimientm:; no se den con
titulos y nombre de conquista. pues habiElndose de hacer con tanta paz y caridad como
deseamos, no queremos quel nombre, de ocasion ni color para que S(~ pueda hacer
fuerza ni agravio a los indios."
35. Ibidem, p. 149.: "Los descobridores por mar 0 tierra no se empachen en
guerra ni conquista ~n ninguna manera, ni ayudar a unos indios contra otros. ni se
revuelvan en quistiones ni contiendas con los de ]a tierra, por ning-una causa ni razon
que sea, ni les hagan dano ni mal alguno, ni les tomen contra BU yoluntad cosa Ruya
si no fuere por rescate, dandoseJa enos de su YoJun.tad.'·
36. Ibidem: "Habiendo hecho el des cobrimien to 0 viage, Jos descobridores vuelvan
a dar cuenta a las Audiel}cias y Gobernadores que 108 hobieren despachado."
37. Ibidem.. p. 143: "Si vieran que la gente es dornestica y que can s~gurirlad
puede Quedar algun religioso entrellos, y hobiere alguno que huelgue de queda·r para
los do~trinar y Ponner en buena pulicia, 10 dejen, prometiendole de volver por el,
dentro .de un ano y antes, si a~tes podieren:'
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ers, when the sites for establishing settlements, capital and
minor places, shall be selected without prejudice to the Indians, being vacant, and with the .free will of the natives."""
"As workingmen and artesans, Indians may go to ·a
new settlement of their own free will, provided they are not
themselves settled and have houses and lands, in order the
country may not become depopulated, nor shall Indians from
repartimientos go, that the holder
of that trust be not
.
. in-.
jured, except, if in some repartimiento there should be Indians without work and such Indians might wish to go, they
may do so with the consent of the owner of the trust.""'
The instructions imparted for the "pacifications" (the
term then newly applied to what was previously called "conquests") are not less interesting, but to transcribe them in
full would be too long. Every possible precaution is taken,
in the Ordinances, to prohibit discoverers and settlers ( especially the latter) from doing prejudice to the Indians in any
form and from provoking them to hostility. To prevent
conflict contact of the whites with the .natives is iimited to
what is the most necessary,"· and where: "the teachers of the
Evangel are sufficient to pacify the Indians, conVert them
and render them peaceable; it shall not be permitted to persons who might impede their conversion and pacification to
enter."4.l
38. Ibidem, p. 154:
"Elexida la Region, Frovincia. Comarcana y Tierra por
los descobridores espertos. ellxanse los s~bos para fundal" los pueblos cabaCel"a& y
subgetos, sin perjuicio de los indios, POl" no los tener ocupados. 0 POl" qnellos 10 consientan de gU voluntad.'·
39. Ibidem, p. 158: "Para labradores y oficiales de nueva poblacion.. pucdan
i1" indios de su voluntad con que no sean de los que estan poblados y tienen casa y
tierras por que no se despuebla 10 poblado; TIi indios de repartimiento, porque rio se
haga agravio al encomendero, eceto sea "de los que sobconsentimiento del encomendero."
I 'have used the term "trust" for repartimiento. The Indians of these conditional
grants 'were not slaves. They were in fact "entrusted" (encomendados) to the party
to whom the land had been granted.
40. Ibidem, p. 152, 180, 181. 182 etc.
41. Ibidem, p. 186: "En las partes que bastaren los predicadores del Evangelio
para pacificar los indios y convertirlos y traerlos de paz, no se consienta que entran
otras personas que puedan estorvar Ia convarsi6n y pacificaci6n:'
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A tribute, "of the products of the land in moder:~te
quantity" is imposed but: "If, for the easier pacification of
the natives, it is necessary to concede them immunity from
tribute for some time, it shall be done, and other exemptions
and privileges given to them, and what is promised them,
shall be complied with."'"
These and analogous stipulations contained in the Ordi,nances, ,constituted the basis on which the rediscovery of
New Mexico and subsequent incorporation of the Pueblo
Indians in the Spanish domain were ultimately accomplished. Further reference to the text of these royal ordinances from July 13th, 1573, will become necessary. They
applied to Spanish America in general-were to be carried
out everywhere. Their tenor had already been foreshadowed in 1571. In all these royal dispositions special stress
is also placed on the urgency of numerous and careful descriptions (and maps) of the Spanish-American dominions.
Of the maps, little if anything is known beyond a few local
ones.'" Concerning northern Mexico and the regions beyond
there are, as already stated, very meagre and unsatisfactory
descriptions. Lopez de Velasco and the "Sumario de las
Yndias tocante ala Geografia" (brought to light in 1580)""
are a good example of the dearth of information concerning
them. In the "Sumario" a reason is assigned for this disregard for the northern countries, and a quite characteristic
one: "The provinces of Cibola and Quivira are the last ones
42. Ibidem:, "Si para que mejor se pacifiquen los naturales, fuere menester
concederles inmunidad de que no paguen tributos por alguno tiempo, se les conceda,
y otros privilegiog y exenciones: y 10 que se les prometiere, se les cumvla."
43. Rela.ciones geogrcificas, .4 ntecedentes. It is to the late distinguished, most
erudite, and highly practical Spani~h scholar, )[arcos Jimenez de la Espada that I
owe many if not most of these details. but he also complains that comparatively few
maps from that time were to be found.
44. Relaciones..4 ntecedentes XCIV. Senor ue la Espada identifies a book in
manuscript, of the title given in the text, with an anonymous document "Demurcacwn
y Divi:;i6n de las Indius" published in vol. 15 of the Documcntos de I-ndias. pp. 409 to
539, and the text from the latter quoted in the note that follo;"s shows, that the
manuscript certainly belongs to the period hetween the yeus 1542 to 1581, of which
I treat.
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that have been reached from the Kingdom of Galicia. Cibola, thirty leagues from Culiacan· towards the North and
Quivira two hundred from Cibola 'to the east. Although of
this there is little certainty, nor about the qualities of the
country, except, that it is cold for being in a high latitude,
and therefore poor."'" This impression, due to 'the reports
on Coronado's expedition, prevails in every document of
the time.
In fact details of any kind relative to that expedition
seem to have been very imperfectly known, where knowli at
all. Reference to it is, however, found in the papers concerning the offer made, in 1584, by Francisco Diaz de Vargas, to explore and s~ttle New lVIexico, but not a word is
breathed by Juan Bautista Lomas de Colmenares in 1589."
The documents touching the agreement with Juan de Onate
allude brieflY to Cibola, Quivira and, in one place, to Tiguex,
placing the' beginning of Coronado's expedition in the year
1538." Onate's companion, the captain Gaspar Perez de Villagr8"n' (1610) refers to Coronado with more so-called poetry
than information/Hand in 1619 the "royal.historiographer"
Luis de Cabrera of COrdova gravely informs us, that in 1544
46

45 .. Demarcaci6n y Division de las lndias, p. 461. See preceding note.
46. The title to this collection' of' docume!1t~ is misplaced in Volume 15 of the
"Documentos de Indias. It should be on page 12fi instead' of on page 151. It reads.:
Expedicnte sobre el ofrecimiento que hac'e F'rancisco Diaz de Va~'grts, de ir ttl Nuevo
Mexico, y refiere la Hi$toria de csie Daoum,enio. After page 150 there is no more
allusion to Vargas, only to Espejo, his explorations and proposals for settlement of
New Mexico. The references to Coronarlo are found on PD ..128, 131, 138,144 and
145. Quivira is named "Cuybira" and the Piros vipages near San Marcial on the
Rio Grande are identified' with' Zuni, showin.g how carelessly the documents from
Coronado's time had been read, or that Vargas wrote about it from heresay.
47. Asiento y Capitulacion que d. Virey de la ·f.lueva Espa1la. MaTqu!s de Villamanrique. hizo can Joan Bauti.9ta de Loma-s Colmc7IaTes. sobre el 'DcsculJri'micnto y
Poblaci6n de las Provincias del Nuevo Me:cico, (1589, Doc. de lndias, vol: 15.) In
1583, Cristobal Martin from the city of Mexko also applied to the viceroy for a ('.oncession to discover. pacify and settie New Mexico. This was after the return of
ESIHdo. ARiento con Cristobal Martin 1JOr el que se ofrecc ir en persona al DCtj(;obri1niento: Pacified-cion !J Poblacion del Nuevo Mexico. (Doc. de Ind'(~aB, vol. 16.) Further reference will be made to th'2se docurpcnts. Martin is silent about Coronado.
48. See Documentos de India-s. vol. 16. Further reference shall be made to
'these data.
49., Historia de Ia Nueva /llt..,,;cico, Canto Tercero and Canto Quarto.
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Coronado penetrated to the north but soon returned, whereas Fray Marcos of Niza continued on and was killed by the
Indians. Even Antonio de Herrera, the laborious historian
of the Indies, who besides enjoyed the efficient cooperation
of Andres Garcia de Cespedes, calls Tiguex· "Huex" and
states that the Spaniards spent two winters at Pecos (which
he calls Cicuique) instead of on the Rio Grande. Many features in his voluminous work seem to indicate that he was
largely guided by the report of Jaramillo, and yet he commits such flagrant errors: This was because the subject
was regarded as unimportant, hence undeserving of a critical examination requiring painstaking labor.
Hence, it need not surprise us if the rediscovery of New
Mexico, at the beginning of the ninth decade of the sixteenth
century, had to be made from another geographical basis
than that of Coronado and if, in course of time, that rediscovery appeared to the public (as far as that term went) as
the original discovery:" Only those who either were survivors. of the earliest enterprises or who had access to, and
took an interest in, the original sources, could know better.
The work of Gomara was the only printed source at the time
containing somewhat precise information."" That book was
virtually prohibited in 1553:' The prohibition lasted until
1727, although ~he work was reprinted various times in the
sixteenth century and was also translated into foreign lan-:
guages.
50

·

1

50. "Extrait de I'Histoire de Fhilippe II, Roi· Despagne," vol. 10, p, 432, in the
translation by Ternaux Compans. Voyages, Relations ct' Memoires o'r'iginaux pour
scrvir a l'Histoire de la Decouvc'rtc de l'Amerique (1838).
51. Historia general, Dec. VI, lib. IX, ,:ap. XI and XII, pp. 205-207 .
. 52. Primera y Segunda Parte de la IIistoria e~c .. p. 288. Gomara of cou.rse.
refers to Coronado in the proper manner, and the principal Spanish historians' following, also,' but in minor publications the attribution of the discovery to Espejo is
often found. That authors not of Spanish origin, should repeat the error is not
surprising. So in the Lettre.~ edi/,tantcB et curieuses.
53. Primera y Segunda Parte. p. 2S'S. The reference is always to Volnme I of
the reprint by Enrique de Vedia, Historiadores '{/ri1il:itivos de lndias.
54. That prohibition was on account of Gomara's relation to Cortes, at least
ostensibly.
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Until 1581, the most northerly Spanish settlement in
New Spain (Saint Augustine in Florida excepted) were the
mines of Santa Barbara' or Barbola, in southern Chihuahua:"
N<;>rth of the latter there was territory that may be called
unknown though not completely unto~ched or unexplored,
Prospectors were sporadically pushing northward, as yet
only to recoil upon their basis, near where now is Allende"·
There was a curacy at the mines of Indehe, in that neighborhood, and itinerant Franciscan friars visited the places,
with a view also of penetrating further in their work of conversion and civilization. The Spaniards at work in the
mines in 1575 ainounted to thirty men."7 There were not
many Indians about the mines of Santa Barbara,"8 but not
far from it ran the river Conchos'" where the Indian tribe
of that name roamed and .also Indians called "Tatarabueyes"
which word may have been a "Concho" name for the "Jumanos.""o There were hostilities going on in that region,
55. Santa BarboJa is usually mentioneJ together with the mines of Indehe, and
the two establishments, not strictly contiguous, were the most northerly Spanish settlements. They belonged- to th~ Province of Nueva Vizcaya. Informe a.l Rey del
Cabildo de Guadalajo'.ra (1570), p. 494. Joan de Miranda, Relaci6n hecha por . . .
clerigo. al Dod·oT Orozco, Presidente de la Au,diencia de Guadalaja.ra,· sobre 'ia Tie'rra
y Poblaci6n Q11.6 ha,y dl?,sde la,s Minas de San Martin a la.'3 'de Santa Ba7'uara', que eslo
uiitimo entonces estaba poblado~ (1575, Doc'U.1nento8 de Indias, vol. 16, pp. 563 and
565) "Ocho leguas mas adelante estan las minas de Santa Barbara, ques 10 postrero
,que hay poblado de espafioles;" Lopez de Velasco, Geograjia y Descr1~pciJn, p. 277.
Demarcaci6n y Descripci6n de las Indias (1~t supra, p. 460.)
56. In southern Chihuahua.
57. Informe al Rey del Cabildo, p. ·194. Joan de Miranda, Re.1acwn, p. 565:
:'habra en elIas treinta ·veeinos."
58. Miranda. Relaci6n, p. 564': "dexase de saear mueha plata por la pOCH gellte
que hay de indios que las Iabren y estar tan apartHdas de donde se p 11eden haber."
59.' Idem" p. 566: "A diez y a doce leguas de las minas de Santa Barbara. al
Norueste, esta un rio muy grande que corre hacia Labante; llamanle el rio de Jas Conchas y Pesta causa Haman a los Indios que enel hF.Y. de las Conchas, hay grandis;ma
cantidad de indios"
60. Testimonio du'cLoJ en M exicd sobre e~ Descuhrimiento de doscientas, leguas-r
adelante, de las minas de Santa Barbola, Gobernacion de Diego de Ibarra. (Doc. de
Indias. vol._I5, p. 497.) Hernando Barrado, one of the men who ,vent with Chamuscado and the priests in 1581 testifies, October 20th, 1582: "y que el uno de sus
compafieros, llamado Andres, Jo habian muerto ciertos indios en una poblacion que
'-~paron entre los de ~a naci6n concho y los Tatarabueyes;" Ant<?nio de Espejo, Relaci6n del viage (also vol. 15, p. 105) identifies the Jumanos with the "Patarabueyes" but remarks: "los Jumanos, Que par otro nornbre. Jos Haman los espaiioles, los
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probably among the Indians themselves as well as between
them and the whites,'11 and occasional depredations calling
forth reprisals that led to forays to the northward."2
There was at Santa Barbara, in the year 1581, and had
been for some time before, a Franciscan monk who had
joined the order upon corning to Mexico."" ·Obtaining permission to undertake peregrinations for purposes of conversion, he proceeded first to Zacatecas and thence slowly
to Santa Barbara where, it is said, he heard of sedentary
Indians that lived in the distant north."' When, in 1581 the
soldiers (or miners)' who accompanied him to New Mexico
returned to Santa Barbara, the usual inquiry into their undertaking was initiated and official interrogatories ensued.
Those of the participants in the reconnoissance headed by
patarabueyes." It is needless to observe -that "patarabuey" or "tatarabuey" is not a
Spanish term. But Espejo' did not meet the Jumanos contiguous to the Conchas;
there wen~ still, betwee~ them, the Pazaguates and the TabosDs (he writes "Jobosos").
61. Miranda, ReLaci6n, p. 566: "e por la mucha guerra que hay, no Dsan ir a
ellas."
'
62. Of Indehe, in the vicinity of Santa Barbara he states: "tiene 'alrededor, por
rnuchas partes, muchos indios de guerra muy cursados en ella. por los continuos danos
e muertcs que han heche:' Miranda, Relaci6n, p. 565.) In Testi1noni& dado B'It Mex··
ico, p. 489, Hernando Gallegos teE'tifies: "que este Declarante abia hecho much as
jornadas, Ia tierra dentro, adelante de Santa Barbara; en seguimiento de indios
saiteadores, can los caudillos y .capitanes Que nombrab2.n para eJ efet.o."
63. This is asserted by Fray Juan de Torquemada, Monarchla Indiana, lib. XXI,
cap. IX, p. 626. Agustin de- Vetancu'rt, Menologio, p. 412, copies the statement.
Rodriguez. was a Spaniard and he is also caned, by Francisco Diaz de Vargas, "Fray
Agustin de Ayamonte:' probably from his birthplace. (Expediente, p. 130.) Mendieta,
(Historia eccleciustica Indiana, Lib. V, Part II, p. 761) says of him: "lego, natural
del condado de Niebla. tomo eI 'habito de religion en e~ta provincia del San to Evangelio, clande sirvi6 a sus hermanos muchos ana::: en el of.ida de lE;gO, con singular
ejemplo de su persona y con' estremada cad:.iad para con to dos, asi en"fermos como
sanos." It is by no means impossible that Father Mendieta might have known or at
least seen him..
64. -Mendieta, Histo1'ia, p. 762.: "Sienuo ya viejo, en edad, moviole el espiritu y
ceJo de Ia salvaci6n de las almas a que pidiese licencia a sus prelados para ir a morar
a la custodia de Zacatecas. . y llegado a ZacatecRs anduvo ultimamente, tcniendu su
por entre aquellos barbaros . . . (p. 76~)
"
har,ta que ultimamente, teniendo BU
asif'nto y morada en un valle que l!anul.11 de S;J,ll Bartolorr.e, ciel'tc:::. indios . . . Ie
dieron relaci6n de unas grandes poblaciones que habia Iejos de alIi.. que parSer de
tanta gente, despues las JIamaron el Nuevo Mexico." Mendieta is the source wh("nce
Torquemarla, Vetancurt, and perhaps the 1\1:artyrologies, derived their information,of course. with exception of the J\'Iartyrologies anterior to 1587. Gonzaga, ,in 1587,
. mentions Father Rodriguez in his, De Origine Seraph,icae Religionis Franciscanae,
Part I, fol. 107.
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Francisco Sanchez Chamuscado in 1581, came to the City
of Mexico the year after and were interrogated by order of
the viceroy, the Count of Coruna:' , The first witness examined, Pedro de Bustamante, a soldier, when asked why, if
for more than two years he had contemplated the Journey
to New Mexico, he regarded it as a fruitful enterprise,
answe~ed: "because an Indian told him that beyond the district governed by Diego de Ibarra, there was a certain settlement of Indians who had cotton and made mantles with
which they covered themselves; and that the book written
by Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca had also contributedto encourage him.'.'"", The next witness was Hernando Gallegos,·
who replied to the same query in the following terms: "that
the witness had made many trips in pursuit of Indian hi\!hwaymen, beyond Santa Barbara, with the captains and leaders therefor appointed, and through one of the Indians captured on these pursuits he learned that, beyond the Government of Francisco and Diego de Ibarra and very far from it,
there were very lar'ge Indian settlements, which had cotton
and made mantles in which they dressed; and that they lived
from maize. and fowl of the land, and beans, squash, and
the meat of cows, and that this created in him and the others·
the desire to go inland.""7- He also mentioned· the book of
Cabeza de Vaca. A third witne'ss, Hernando Barrado, con65. Test'imonio (lado, p. 81. The viceroy, Conde de Coruna, ueclarcs: "y ayer,
Quinze del presente, vinieron 3; esta ciudad, dos hombres de los que fueron en compania
de los dichos religios6s. Y dan noticia de aber hallado y descubierto ·doscientas leguas,
adelante, de las dichas' minas de Santa Barbola, ~ . . y para saber 10 Q.ue en esto
pasea, mando se tome la declaracion con juramenta de los clichos dos hombres . . . n
. 66.. Testimonio darIo, p. 82.
.
67. Testimonio. p. E9: "y por ]a relaci6n que Ie clio un indio de los que prendieron
en las dichas entradas, supa que adelante de la dicha Gobernaci6n de· Erancisco y
Diego de Ibarra, muy Ieios della, abia mu-y grandes poblaciones de indios; que ten ian
algod6n e haci.an mantas, de que se vestian; e que se sllstentaban de maix, e gaUinas
de Ia tierra, y ~rijoles y calabazas, y carne de vacao" The Hgovernment" of the
Ybarras was New Biscay that is. it included. southern Qhihuahua. thus lying due
south of the New Mexican Rio Grande region, and the sedentJ3.ry Indians alluded to
can have been only the Rio Grande Pueblos. The mention of buffalo meat used by
them as food may, possibly, apply to the Pecos.
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firms the above testimonies insofar as ,he declared himself
to have been present at everything and to have made the
journey with the others."
Hence some of the Indians who roamed through northern and central Chihuahua had knowledge of the Pueblos of
the Rio Grande, at least before the year 1580:" These Indians may have been Conchas, but the Jumanos may also
have been consulted, since they were neighbors of the former. 70 The depositions were taken respectively on May 16th,
and October 20th of the year 1582. It is not unlikely that
the information given by these men to Father Rodriguez
while at Santa Barbara induced him to extend his travels to
the distant north, for Pedro Bustamante declares also that
nobody animated him to undertake the journey but that, "desirous of serving God and his Majesty" it was more than two
years that he and Father Agustin Rodriguez were thinking
of the matter, hence already previous to 1580.
Fray Agustin Rodriguez (he is also mentioned under
the abbreviation of "Ruiz"), was. already aged.
He obtained authorization from his provincial and the viceroy but
two more Franciscans associated themselves with him. One
was Fray Francisco Lopez, an Andalusian and a native of
Sevilla. The other was Fray Juan de Santa Maria, by origin
71

72

68. Idem, p. 96. He does not. however, say that he had heard of the report
before. through any other source than his companions.
69. The witnesses. Bustamante (p. 82) and Gallegos (p. 89), both assert that
for ,more than two years previous to 1582 they had been considering and planning
the journey, therefore previous to 1580.
70. This is indicated by the statement of Earrado (p. 97.)
Besides, the Jumanos lived in the vicinity of the Concho river at t'he time. They appear to have
been less shy or hostile than other perhap~ more roaming tribes.
71. Testimonio dado. p. 82: "y quP 10 que principalmente Ie movi6 a hacer la
dicha jornada i acompanar a los dichos religoiosos fue principalmente de servir a'Dios
Nuestro Senor y a Su Magestad; Y Que ninguna persona Ie persuadi6 a ello~ antes con
el deseo que tenia dicho. el y el dicho relijioso ~bia mas de dos anos que trataban de
ir la clicha jornada; y el procuro atraer a los dem~is que fueron, para que la hiciesen."
72. Mendieta. Hiatoria. p. 762: OlSiendo ya viejo en edad:' I attach importance
to his statements as already stated; he 'Was a con,temporary. was 'it Mexico again
after 1573, and might easily have known Father ROdriguez per'ionally.
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a Catalun'ian.
The latter two, although young, were ordained priests, whereas Rodriguez was a laybrother only.7.
Some ecclesiastical authors state that Rodriguez, before
starting on the great journey, made a reconnoissance as far
as the Pueblo country, but, here again, we meet with a contradiction between the eyewitnesses and posterior sources.
No mention is made of such a preliminary attempt by the
laybrother, nor by the companions of Chamuscado nor by
Antonio de Espejo who followed their steps in 1582 and
1583, and the viceroy, while recounting that Fray Agustin
Rodriguez, in appealing to' him for the authorization stipulated as essential in the Ordinances of 1573, does not mention any previous attempts at .probing-de visu-the reports
on which the friar based his plans. The head of the trio of
ecclesiastics became Fray Francisco Lopez, as the most
prominent one of the three.
73

75

73. In the preamble toTestimonio dado. p. 80, the Viceroy Count of Corufia declares "que POl' cuanto POl' relacion que Ie dieron Fra~ Agustin Rodriguez de la orden
de San Francisco, con otros religiosos de la Dicha orden, de que pretendian i1' a p:r:e~
dicar el Santo Evangelio, adelante de las min.'.ls de Santa BarbelR y de la '"Gobernaci6n
de' Diego de Ibarra, a cierta tierra nueva qUe tendran noticia." In his letter to the
king, dated Mexico, November 1st, 1582, the viceroy writes (p. 98): "Por Noviembre
del ano pasado de ochenta, vino a mi, un Fray}e que se decia Fray Agustin Rodriguez de la orden de San Francisco, y me dUo. que CIueria entrar a predicar el Santo
Evangelio, adelante de las minas de Santa Barbola, ques
la Nueva Vizcaya; y
viendo Stl buen zelo, . . . Ie di licencia para que 10 hic.iese, llevando cOllsigo otros
religiosos,"
It appears. therefore, that Father Rodriguez returned from Santa Barbara to the city of Mexico, previous to November. 1580, and obtained the r~Quisite
authorization through personal application to the viceroy. The permission from the
ecclesfastic authoritd~s he Inlist have secured already previously. Mendieta, Historla,
p. 763: udio ]a vuelta para. Mexico y pidio religiosos para 1a conversion de aquella
nueva' gente. EI prelado Ie dio dos sacerdotes par ent6nces, que se ofrecicron para
aquella jornada: hasta recebir aviso de 10 que mas conviniese. Llam~ibase el l,1TIO (Que
fue par superior de los cornpaneros) Fray' Francisco Lopez, venido de la provincia
del- Andalut;-ia., y el otro Fr. Juan de Santa Maria. de nacion catalan ambos mancebos
virtuosos y te61ogos, que actualmerite salimI del estudio." I limit myself on these
points to ",Quoting Mendieta. The oth~r ecclesiastic sources are most.ly copied from
his work, or confirm his statements. Ev~.'1 Gonzaga, although his book app("ared
eleven years previous to that of Mendieta, may, as I have already indicated in the
first part, have drawn his information on 1\lexican topics from .l\lendieta.
74. This is RO absolutely proven, that I need not refer to any of the \ery
numerous sources.
75. I quote Mendieta, Historia, p. 763: "Y para certificarse 81 esto era verdad,
netiose Ia tierra adentro por Ia parte que le seiialaron bacia el norte, y ·hal16 buenas
poblaciones y tuvo noticia de otras mayores;" but none of those who w~re in inti·

en
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The monks had asked the viceroy for permission to take·
along· an escort of not more than twenty men. This was
conceded, but the friars selected but eight" and the leader,
who was Francisco Sanchez Chamuscado. Of him, hardly
anything is known beyond the fact that he proved· to be
sagacious, prudent, energetic and mild. But he did not live
to see the end of the expedition. Together with a dozen Indian servants the twelve left Santa Barbara or Barbola, on
the fifth day of June fifteen hundred and eighty-one.~'
mate relations with Father Rodriguez make any mention of such a reconnaissance.
The soldiers that escorted him state that his information was obtained jro1n them.
orally. The viceroy (Testinwnio. p. 80) only states that the monks had information
about the countries they wished to visit: "8 eierta tierra que tcndran noticia," and
in his letter of November 1st. 1582: "y Que se tenia noticia flue p'or el rio de las
Con:=.has habia g-ente don de se porlia conseguir este Lucn· intento." Anionio de Espejo,
whose celebrated exploration was beginning at the time when the last deposition of
the eyewitnesses was taken (November, 1[)82) says (Relacidn dd Viage, p. 101):
"teniendo noticia un fraY Ie de la orden de San Francisco. que !'I.e llamaba Fray
Agustin Ruiz, que recidia en ei Valle dE: San Bartolome. y por ciertos indios conchas, Que se comunicaban con los pazaguate3, qne hacia la parte rIel Norte Habia
ciertas poblaciones no' descubiertas."
TH~re seems a possibili'by lhat Fray Ab'.J~tin
may have gone to a preliminary reconnoissnncp. previoud to his going to the City
of Mexico. and may have "isited the Conehos with the view of obtaining infornlation directly· from' them or some neighboring tribe, but it is as good as irnpo~sible
that he could.have reached New Mexico. alone as he would have b~en. On this occasion I must call attention to a statement by Francisco Diaz de Vargas (Testimonio
dado, p. 130): "y despues ~e todo esto, por 1a noticia que algunos religiosos, . . .
los Que volvieron de entre ellos que entraru:·l. hacia la parte de Pranuco y Florida,
dijeron, habea sabido y entendido de la gente rrayada y otras naciones desnudas, que
por aquella derezcra hacia el Poniente habia muchas jentes y poblaciones desnudas,
casas de dOB y tres altos, y que usaban vestidos, por 10 cual, habienrlosele dado noticia
della al Virrey Conde de Coruna, imbio a Fray Agustin de Ayamonte y otros dos
religiosos, y por caudillo a Francisco San~hez Chamuscado y otros ocho soIdados y
otras gentes de 8U se.l"vic~o." The interest about this statement HeR first in the fact
that, not three years after the expedition which Father Rodriguez initiated, the first
origin of it could be so utterly distorted as to confound it to some extent with Florida.
And Diaz de Vargas was a high official in Mexico at the time, being Halguazil
mayor" of the city oC PuchIa de los Angeles!
Second: in the mention of "tattoed Indi,'lns" (rrayados) as having conveyed the
information. The tattoed Indians were the Jumanos. That Father Lopez, although
a young man. was the superior of the three is asserted by Mendieta, Historia, p. 763,
and is reiterated (copied) by Torquemada, MonarcMa Indiana, Lib. XXI, Cap. IX. p.
626. Vetancurt (Menoloyio franciscano, p. 404) alludes to him briefly, without mentioning his position as ~uperior.
76. Testimonio, Preamble. p. 81. The statement is from the viceroy directly
and is abundantly confirmed.
77. For the number of the escort I adopt the statement of the eyewitnesses in
the so often quoted Testimonw, given under the heading of Relaci6n brevf$ Y verdadera del descubrimie11,to del Nuevo M ezico. que descubrimos nueve companero8 que
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Thus the rediscovery of the Rio Grande Pueblos was begun. It had been called forth through vague information
casually obtl').ined by energetic frontiermen; but initiated
and organized by the efforts of a simple lay-brother, an
humble member of the church, and carried out, finally, under t~e auspices of, an'd according to, the Ordinances of July,
1573. Great is the contrast between this modest enterprise
and the display that attended the commencement of Coro- "
nado's march. The latter was intended to initiate forthwith
a settlement of the country to be discovered and explored;
, the former was a precautious reconnoissance with the view
to christianizing the natives and investigating their country.
(End of Part II)
salimos de Santa Balbola. en campa.ida de tres religio8os de la orden de San Francisco.
p. 146: Htodos los 'nueve companeros:' The viceroy (p. 81) states:. "fueron los
dichos reJi~iosos, Y Dcho de los dichos hombres :." The eyewi~nesses also mention only
eight men in their separate depositions (Pt" 82,'88 and 96), But 'in his letter to
the king, Nov, 1st, 1582, the Conde de Coruna also says: "y que alque dellos, el
Frayle senalase, fuese por caudil.lo, a quien los otros obedeciesen. por que no isiesen
. desorden. los cuales entraron con hasta Dcho hombres Que 'con ,elIas quisieron ir" (p.
'98), The date I also take from the Relaci6n hreve, p, 146: "salimos a' cinco de Junio
de mil e Quinientos e ochenta e un, arias."
Bustamante and Gallegos say the fifth,

In their separate declarutions the witne~ses
'
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,THE SOUTHWEST IN 1880
(With a brief note which is self-explanatory, the late
Lieut. John G. Bourke, 3rd Cavalry, U. S. A., aide de camp
to Brigadier General George Crook, pasted in one of his
note-books a newspaper clipping which gives an intimate
and somewhat racy account of a visit to Arizona and New
Mexico fifty years ago. It is reproduced through the courtesy of his eldest daughter, Mrs. Sara Bourke James of
Montclair, New Jersey.-Editor.)

,

February 28th (1881) ... The following extract /1'om
the pages of the San Francisco Stock Report appeared in its
issue of Janua1·y 15th and is trom the pen of my old friend,
Joe Wasson, now a State Senator of California. He describes
'I1n a viv~d way the country of A1'izona and New Mexico;'
where he and I were once associated on terms of the strictest
inti1nacy.
THE SOUTHWEST'
A JOURNEY THROUGH ARIZONA AND INTO NEW MEXICO
THE ,NEW RAILROADS AND THE COUNTRY THEY
ARE OPENING. UP
A CURIOUS MINGLING OF INDIAN, MEXICAN AND AMERWAN
THE WAVE OF SPECULATION WHICH IS TO FLOW INTO
OLD MEXICO

A Spicy Resume of Reminiscences and Experiences-Inter.,
esting Descriptions of the New Mining and Railroad
Cities and the Districts Around Them.
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EDITOR DAILY REPORT :-It would require the humor,
temper and patience of the late Mr. Sterne himself to make
a "sentimental journey" out of the subject of this sketch,
which implies about 4,000 miles of travel by railroad, stage,
buckboard and on horseback, exclusive of stoppages between
San Francisco and Santa Fe, during a period of less than
forty days. Yet there was a great deal more of real interest and that which was novel in the trip, than the disagreeable and disgusting. I have no special desire to be a railroad king, for however great his 'powers, they are limited as
compared with my express wants. Nothing much less than
omnipotence would ever satisfy me in this mortal American
world of ours, where God made plenty of food and the devil
made the cooks and keeps them on deck at all hours and at
all home stations as well as half-way houses, I am busy
. with a bill making it a felony for any person to hereafter
spell God with a big G and the devil with a lower case d.
This condition of things does not apply to Arizona and New
, Mexico much more than to other parts of the United States,
so far as the public eating-places are concerned. If Wendell
Phillips does not include cooking in his next lecture on the
"Lost Arts," he will have to 'be looked after himself; and I
have not got the dyspepsia, nor has dyspepsia got me..' If
necessary I can digest the bowsprits of a Texas steer. But
I will not digress. In 1862, when I was an.emigrantin the
northern mines-Oregon and Idaho-I sought information
in all quarters. One day I met a little Indian boy, a bodyservant of an adventurer from Los Angeles, who had ridden
across the country, inside the Sierras, to Carriboo and back.
I interviewed, him over every inch of the ground, and the
answer to every question was:
"IT IS A LONG COUNTRY"

Did anybody live in it? Is there anything doing in it?
"It is a long country." ,Poe's raven was a perfect variety
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show on wheels along side o~ that stoical ciboriginis on horseback. Having been over all that country; so to speak, since,
and much of it again and again, I have concluded, that, considering the time and circumstances, the youthful heathen
was wise ,beyond his years. So much by way of prelude.
Leaving out all north of the Central Pacific Railroad, and
even beginning with Los Angeles, it is still a "long country."
That it is not such a blank in this wqrld's existence as popular' opinion has heretofore made out or affected, it will be
the purpose of this article to set forth, whether long or
short-I mean the article, of course.
It seems but yesterday, though over ten years ago, when
I first went to Arizona. The nearest railroad projection toward the Colorado river, was Soledad, Monterey county; the
nearest telegraph, San Diego. A "jerk-water" stage swung
out from the latter point, detouring over into Mexico or
Lower California, and we were five days and four nights in
getting to Tucson, the old entrepot or trading-post with respect to Sonora. N ow one can sail along from San FranCisco to Tucson in a palace car in fifty-six hours, and when they
come to shorten up the time between Los Angeles and EI
Paso, the time to Tucson will be shortened at least ten
hours. It would seem conclusive that the world does move.
Between Los Angeles and the end of the S.P.R.R. track,
passengers are subjected to freight train time, and yet they
are not happy. A stage coach is good enough for them; but
you should see how glad they are to get in sight of even a
construction train, after being pinched up two or three days
and nights like a second-class sardine, or swung around in
space on the hurricane deck of an Arizona buckboard, or
'mustang. I long since discovered that Arizona did not contain all the mal 'Pais (or bad land) incident to the Pacific
coast water-shed. California herself possesses the lion',s
share of the celebrated Colorado desert, and has a monopoly
even of those essentially bad places on land with an elevation below sea level. Mining was carried on at several
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points within sight, as it were, of Fort Yuma (California)
and Yuma City (Arizona), ten years ago. These interests
have been perceptibly extended more recently, until that
hot, black and sandy basin has become the centre of
A CIRCLE OF SUBSTANTIAL DISTRICTS,

with the Colorado River leading off north and east to others.
However, none 'of these have ever become sensational, and
the old Fort stands on its little'volcanic mesa (table land)
not" unlike the Roman soldiers amidst the ruins of Pompeii.,
The little steamboats and barges in tow are mostly retired
before the remorseless sweep of the locomotive. The shapely forms of the Yuma Indians are gradually giving way before the modern style of dress, and the case is rather eXCCDtional where one sees the close-fitting garments of our first
parents made perfect. I fear we are all saddest when we
sing.
At Yuma City the route is up the barren valley of the
Gila river. It reminds one very much of the Humboldt in
Nevada, though the latter is better defined. There are narrow strips of fertile soil adjacent to the lower Gila, but for
150 miles from its mouth this resource does not foot up much
amid the wide expanse of volcanic debris, relieved at intervals by mountain ranges that rise up as clearly cut as so
many pyramids. One can trace the Nevada type of moun'tain range by gradual stages down south into old Mexico,
the vegetation, such as it is, blending along accordingly, beginning with sage-brush, grease-wood and mahogany, and
ending in every variety of cactus 'and the mesquite, an excel"'
lent firewood. In the moonlight, struggling specimens of
cactus stand out like fingerposts, and the imagination can
employ itself in creating all sorts of things on the mountain
tops, from a ship on a wave down to a sphinx.
, The first spread of scoria or black lava is suggestive. It
"does not seem p6ssible that it ever came from the cone-like
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craters with which such results al:e usually associated. Rather, the whole earth, hundreds of miles in extent, was fissured and fractured and filled again and leveled off. Those
mountains do not look either like upheavals in a modern
sense, but rather islands in an ocean drawn away to the
south, playing the part of the sculptor in the general course
of subsidence. It is probable that the western-coast has as
gradually risen as the waters have fallen, leaving us Death
Valley in Inyo County and the Colorado Desert, in San Bernardino, San Diego,. as the missing links, or more properly
speaking, the cemeteries strewn with fossils serving as milestones, significant of the silent but awful movements of na,ture.
But suppose we give nature a rest? Along about the
Big Bend of the Gila, the weird desolation begins to give
way to a more inviting landscape. At this point there is an
example of splendid engineering in the way of railroad
curves. As level as the Gila valley appears at first glance,
there are a good many heavy grades, comparatively· speaking. From the Gila Bend there is rather plain sailing into
Tucson, passing through the Pimo [Pima] Indian country
into that of the Papago, and within sight of the old ruin
known as Casa Grande (big house) of the unknown civilization of pre-historic times. It is a mud-built ~tructui"e, interlarded with more or less wood, and artistically described
by Prof. Hanks in a recent number of the Californian magazine. Excellent photographs of it are on exhibition in the
State Museum, 313 Pine Street.
OLD AND NEW

The changes wrought in and about old Tucson since
my first sojourn there, are numerous and significant enough
of the tramp of Americans .toward the old city of Mexico
itself. Two-story mercantile structures of modern brick,
with wooden floors, and residences studded with bay win-
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dows, form an almost amusing contrast. At that time, the
whites lived on the reservations and the Apaches ran the
country. Now all· hands and the cook go. up and down ill
the land with not even the fear of the Lord before them.
Tucson c~ntests th~claim of Santa Fe,N. M., and St. Augustine, Fla., on the score of being the Oldest town in the (now)
United States. It is a curious claim, methinks;· though I
would h~lVe to see it first, 'before I would prefer even the
newest. Man is never, but ever to be blest. The romance
of old Tucson is sadly compromised, with its harp and guitar
hung on the· willows,' and the~banjo, violin and piano having
a go-as-you-please walk-over.
That reminds me of an incident one Sunday evening
. after mass in the old church on the Plaza. I heard an awful
rattle of things and scented an awful dust in a little den
around the corner. I was tempted and did enter in, and
truly there :was jusf cause for that sound of deviltry by
night. According to custom, a Spanish girl squatted in one
corner on the ground floor, with a harp between her knees.
. There were other nut-brown 'maidens swinging round the
narrow circle, held in place by as many American teamsters
and packers with spurs and six-shooters on. Tam O'Shanter ,
never saw anything half so inviting, and the first thing your
correspondent knew he was duly interested, but meeting
with such a catastrophe as to suggest the end of things. The
spur on the left heel of a big festive cuss got. tangled up in
my partner's tunica (dress) and it came as near winding up
the evening's entertainment ~s it did the entire calico structure. I held on to the upper if not better half of the girl and
let the other feller take the ribbons.
.
I never ~ould account exactly for the existence of
TUCSON AS A BUSINESS PLACE

as tpere are no very paying mines even yet within its imme. diate vicinity.. Yet it grows apace, and to-day has more
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business in sight, of all sorts, incident to the country, four
times over, than any other one place in the Territory. It is
destined to direct railroad connection with Sonora at no distant day. For eight months in the year, the climate is excellent-seldom more than a taste of snow or frost. The other
four mon~hs, one is inclined to stand from' under. But for
that 120 degrees in the shade at times, your humble servant.
might still be a residel}t, if not solid citizen, of Tucson. After assisting in putting a new head on the military, as several years previous in Idaho, he sought pastures new.
o
You have heard the old formula of our south border
civilization? It is very hackneyed. How they cut wood
with a maul, hay with a hoe, chained up the hogs and let the
dogs run 10bse. And also how they never got the yoke on
their oxen further back than the horns. This sort of thing
is getting to be the exception instead of the rule. Yankee
wagons, harness, etc., with native 'drivers are common. Ten
years ago there was but one case of carriage-now there are
scores of fine turn-outs. The most startling sign of the
times is that of" Sam Sing and Ah Sin-"washing and ironing." One more reminiscence, and I'll move on. Ten years
ago last November, Gov. Safford 'and I occupied the same
, quarters, and sent our clothes. out in a common heap. They
came back one Saturday night (my first experience) in the
most uncommon pile you ever saw. You see, those old Mexican girls were universally too' poor to buy xab6n (soap),
lina (wood) [lena] or anything else; and as a rule, the one
who'did the washing could not do the ironing. In any event,
"Saff" ought to have known better, besides he was eternally'
bragging on the beautifui customs of the country, However,
'he forgot himself, and about nine o'clock Saturday night we
went to our rooms, expecting a nice cleaning up Sunday
morning. The clothes (all we had left) were found in a wet
twisted heap in Saff's bed. There was scarcely a button or
, button-hole left-the wa~hboard consisting of bowlders on
the banks of the Santa Cruz river. I was raised an iron-clad
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Presbyterian on the old farm in Ohio, but never till that
night did I fully realize that form of expression known as
weeping, wailing and gnashing of teeth. We jlj.st took turns
for about half an hour. Arizona generally possesses a hazyblue atmosphere, but I have never before or since seen it
where you could sweep it out of house by the bushel basketful. Since the Governor has got rich, he doesn't like to
have me mention these trifles. When I see those Celestial
signs at every turn, I am so pleased to think that the Chinese must go.

a

EASTWARD FROM TUCSON.

From Tucson, I took the train eastward, resolving to
see and do New Mexico somewhat before farther investigation in Arizona. The country is rising ground for at least
100 miles, (Railroad Pass is over 7,000 feet above sea level,')
or about opposite Fort Bowie, the railroad passing over
grassy plains and flanking those pyramid-like mountains at
regular intervals. From Tucson east to the New Mexico
line and beyond, the country is seldom repulsive, but as a
rule inviting and interesting-the mining districts one sees
and hears of on either hand· lending an unusual air of importance to it. Every station almost assumes more or less
an increasing business aspect.
In getting access from the Southern. Pacific to the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, I met with a most
royal deception. It had been given out that there were only
120 miles of staging, whereas it was over 300-one hundred
.and twenty of it being almost parallel with and in sight of
the Southern Pacific R. R. This announcement came from
the east. They can beat us western people three to one in
draWIng the long bow. They are most heavenly liars. They
dragged men, women and children all over the country there,
, night and day, for weeks, at 20 cents per mile, before disL Possibly a misreading for "4,000."
SC)"Gthern Pacific is un ly about '!,SOO feet.

Today. at least, the highest point of the
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covered. Had I known the true inwardness of the trap, I'd
have quietly sent my little baggage around, and gone down
to Mimbres Station, sixty miles beyond Lordsburg, and
walked over for 15 miles and got in the stage at Fort Cummings. However, we got to see Silver City and Fort Bayard, 90 miles northeast and 60 out of our way, and were
cramped up all one night in a little cold stage.
You may recall the celebrated Burri-burri mines and
the town of Ralston excitement ten or more years ago? It
got into such flavor that they changed the name to Shakespeare. It is three miles west of the railroad, at Lordsburg
station-named after Dr. Lord, a leading merchant of Tucson. The ledges stand up like walls of fortifications, but
are apparently dismantled of all other works. They may be
good yet, but I surmise the Atchison folks have made the
most of them in their railroad posters. The Burri-burri
people abandoned the scheme and inaugurated the celebrated diamond enterprise of 1872-Harpending" Arnold, Slack
& Co. And I swear right now that it is at least a mistake to
say that a rolling-stone gathers no moss. That section of
NEW MEXICO

crossed by stage in this instance is historically more interesting than otherwise. It is a mixture of pasturage, prospects for mines, stretches of sand; volcanic debris and Ileneral graveyard in the wake of the bloody Victorio and other
Indian desperadoes gone before. The operations of Victoria are fresh, and Cook's canyon, approaching Fort Cum- .
mings from the -west, is lined with graves. Not half the
people met with down there believe he is yet out of the way.
I think he is, for such,a boid leader would have returned ere
this.
We came out on the Rio Grande valley early one morning, and after dragging through sand an hour or so, forded
the stream and ,drove up to the leading hotel for breakfast,
cold and hungry. If the breakfast itself had been both cold
and hungry too, it might have served to keep the peace at .
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least; but their infernal attempt at warming it over and
playing it off on us for something fresh, came near causing
something more than the usual Mexican revolution-which
is generally bloodless. I shall never forget the damnable
preparation set out as coffee. I was so hungry in about an
hour-the stage stopped several hours there-that I got a
box of sardines and dry crackers at a store across the way,
and in a back room sat down to a square meal, mad enough
to commit murder, and therefore happy. The atmosphere
is so dry in that country that,the oil had evaporated through
the tin casing.
, Messilla (Mes-seeya) is a very fair specimen of the
average town in the Rio Grande valley. The houses are dry
mud boxes with the bottom knocked out and the top covered with poles, straw and more mud. The suburbs are too
frequently stormed by sand, and in some instances entirely
covered up. Las Cruces is a twin sister of Messilla, three
miles distant, with railroad favors more promising. Little
strips of the valley are irrigated, and wool is grown in the
adjacent highlands, mesas, etc. These good people, the old
natives, are easily satisfied as to this world's goods. Beyond
driving a jackass and listening to his music' at off hours,
luxury is seldom known or indulged in. The Rio Grande as
a river does not come up to its,high-sounding title; in fact it
hardly comes up to ahorse's knees this time of year, and it
is so thick with mud and sand as to make it difficult to say
whether it is wading or merely pulling through. It gets
very hot along this valley during the summer, but I did not
hear much complaint of ill health.
From Messilla and Las Cruces we dragged along up the
valley north about 90 miles before
CONNECTING WITH THE RAILROAD

coming down towards EI Paso, the Southern Pacific. etc.
Messilla is'forty miles north of EI Paso, to which the ~ain'
Atchison road is extending, as well as the road southwest
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and crossing the S.P.R.R. at or near Deming. The El Paso
.part of the Atchison road is destined for the city of Mexico,
the Deming portion for Guaymas, as per general report. In
that 90 miles we passed through or by several native towns,
and crossed the somewhat celebrated "Jornada del Muerta"
(journey of death), where the natives are said to pray before starting in on it, and everyone else prays when out of
it! (A distinction with a good deal of difference.) The
railroad has ere this bridged this chasm and the Death Valley of New Mexico will be a thing of the past.
About one o'clock one Sunday our stage pulled into San
Marcial. It is situated a few miles above Fort Craig and
just across the river from Valverde, celebrated during the
early part of the war for one of the sharpest fights between
rebel and union soldiers, followed by a succession of skir~
ishes, and winding up with the battle at Glorietta Pass just
east of Santa Fe, where the Texas troops gave it up to the
regulars and Colorado volunteers. San Marcial was a rattling railroad town.
Thirty mi.les further north, I stepped off at the very
interesting town of Socorro, also near the river and railroad, in the midst of all sorts of mines, as gold, silver, copper, coal, etc., and distant from five to fifty miles. Magdalena district is especially important in the carbonate sort of
ores. Mexican and Indian (Pueblo) towns are strung all
along up the valley, 70 miles farther to Albuquerque, where
I made something of a stay.
ALBUQUERQUE

I believe, is named after a Spanish general of olden
It is a genuine, type of the town Mexican-mud
houses inhabited by men with a sempa (blanket) of all the
glaring colors, looking as if it might be the American flag
ti~es.

. 2. The v;riter's Spanish is :i little weak. Here the "jornada del l11,ue'rlo" means
the "day's journey of the dead man." Above, "Messina" should be "Mesilla"; below
··serapa·' should read •'serape. n
.
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kicked over their shoulders by a government mule; and
.women who go about at all hours with one eye done up in a
shawl of colors to match.. Fill in the fore and back ground
with dogs, hogs and jackasses, and call in the man with the
camera oscura.
Did'st ever see a ,Mexican hotel? It is the most perfect
of hollow squares, without any roof on, you ever saw outside
of San Quentin. They never have more than one story, unless by mistake, or where an earthquake has doubled up on
the proprietor. The open court sometimes has a flower-pot
or two, but more frequently pots of another color. I was
not happy in the first fortification I was thrown into at
Albuquerque; there were too many of us, including several
Chicago and Kansas City drummers.
OLD SANTA FE,

(The Holy Faith) is 70 miles beyond Albuquerque again,
and off north from the Atchison road proper, 18 miles on a
branch track. It is the most handsomely located place on
all the rounds. It is also away from the barren river-valley,
nestled in an amphitheatre of wooded hills, with quite a
range of mountains not far in the background. It is the
Tucson of New Mexico, enlarged and improved. It is a place
in which anyone could'live in comparative comfort and die
in peace, if anywhere. Th,e climate is never so hot in day
times as elsewhere and the nights never so warm but that a
blanket. is essential. . Of course, it is built on the regular
plaza style; with a lively business all round, largely carried
on by Americans. It is one of the oldest of the far interior
American trading posts. I can remember when Santa Fe
seemed so far off it was like a dream. The daily paper, so
kind as to announce my arrival, had a whole page devoted to
their new gas-works, but among the clippings I ran across
the following paragraph: "Jerusalem is to have gas, street
cars, passenger elevators, and a telephone exchange. Jerusalem! somebody ought to start a theatre and a dollar store."
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Which, for the past three hundred years would have applied
equally well to $anta Fe as to Jerusalem or Jericho. A gas
company, by the way, is about ready to start operations in
Tucson.
Santa Fe is the capital of the Territory and has a "Palace" for the Governor and other offices. Governor Lew
Wallace is a "literary feller," chiefly given to writing novels
of an uncertain sort. He is following up· the "Fair God"
with "Ben-Hur, a Story of the Christ." I protest, as a friend
of Christ, that He has been crucified enough already, without having a Territorial Governor after Him. Fancy old
Gov. Jim Nye or Gov. Safford writing stories about the Redeemer?'
I met with a most agreeable reception in Santa Fe on
tl?-e part of an old acquaintance of Washington City, who is
married and settled. His pretty wife can cook as well as
play and sing. But speaking of Christ. Those Yankee
tradespeople are not slow in getting on the soft side of the
natives. It is very common to see pictures of the Sacred
Heart, with an arrow through it, cheek by jowl, with cold
pig's liver and pickled chickens; Christ and Him crucified
trying to take the ace with the deuce of clubs, etc. There
is an air of unconsciousness if not innocence about it all next
to that of my girl at Albuquerque. One of the mercantile
features of Santa Fe is the pottery made by the Pueblo Indians of the country.
BUT THE BIGGEST STORIES

I ever heard about gold, silver and what not in the way of
mines, are in circulation. South of there a short distance, .
begin the celebrated Ortiz (Or-tees) and Canon del Agua
(water canyon) grants of land, embracing many thousand
3. Governor ""'\\Tallace was inaugurated on Oct. 1, 1878; his successor, Sheldon,
took offi~e on. June 4, 18Rl. From the way in which the writer speaks of Wallace,
it wonld 3eem doubtful whether he had any ptl"sonal acqua.intance with either Wallace or his literary wDrk. Possibly he is simply reflecting the current views of those
who were unfriendly to the governor.
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acres. It was with this that ex-President U. S. Grant's name
was for awhile associated. Placer gold is, considered the
grand resource of these grants; the chief drawback consisting of want of water to utilize jt. Col. Gillette, formerly of
Virginia, is superintending a big scheme for a Boston Company, on the Canyon del Agua. It is estimated that two million'dollars will be required in either case to bring water' to
the ground. On the Ortiz grant, within a few miles of the
main railroad, anthracite coal is found, and is used in making steam :for a big 'quartz mill near there. In short, the
Santa Fe country is fascinating in both its character and
history, and I was very loth to leave it so soon.
On returning to Albuquerque, the train was sideson folks, who are pushing it rapidly but quietly. It will
tracked all night on account of a sand-storm in the Rio
Grande valley. These Interferences have been frequent.
The Southern Pacific used' to be blockaded on the Colorado
desert, also, but I am told stJch interruptions are much less
frequent of late.
You have probably taken little account of the construcfion of the Atlantic and Pacific railroad, westward across
northern New Mexico and Arizona.
CALIFORNIA WILL HAVE TO WAKE UP

one of these days, especially the mercantile community, to
several potent facts. This railroad is better known as the
"35th parallel," whose land grant was secured by the Atchipass north of Prescott about 80 miles. It possesses a good
route, with few exceptions. Its highest altitude, at Continental Divide, 100 miles west of Albuquerque, IS 7,200 feet.
Its eastern terminus, on paper, is Vinita, Indian territory,
but practically it is New Albuquerque, on the east side of
the Rio Grande.' The trains run down the Atchison-Santa
4, "The new town, builJing up near th~ railroad, was apparently still separated.
,from the, original "Alburquerq'ue" (about half a mile west) by a br~nch of the Rio
Gr.ande which ran approximately where Fourth Street is today.
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Fe road 12 miles; thence turn off west on their own track,
which wascompleted one month ago a distazice of 80 miles.
I rode out on it 60 miles to Laguna, one of the most interesting of the Pueblo Indian villages. As I understand the
term, the word "pueblo," thus applied, means "town or city
builder," that is, Indians who build houses, as distinguished
from the Sioux, Apaches, etc., who live in lodges, wickiups,
etc. The word is Spanish, of course. These Indians are,
doubtless, offshoots from the more celebrated Zunis, concerning which I will have something to say further.on.· The
Laguna village people number several thousand, their business being the raising of sheep, horses and cattle, their rulers being elective and during good behavior, individuals
holding property as Americans.' This village stands upon it
point of sandstone, fronting south. This rock, like the rock
of ages, is worn smooth enough. The children slide down
hill upon it, as I used to slide down a strawstack in myfather's barnyard. For several generations the Catholics held
sway, but latterly the Presbyterians have obtained a foothold, and I felt sort of at home once more.
A MISSIONARY FROM .THE NORTH OF IRELAND"

and his niece are teaching the youngsters how to say the
Lord's P:r:ayer, and to "read, write and cipher." I made it a
point to visit the school, ostensibly, but more particularly to
see the· schoolmarm and, impart spiritual consolation. A
family of railroad peopl~ had several little towheads mixed
up with the rest of the young savages, lending a cheerful
and picturesque air to the institution worthy of mention.
. That Irish missionary was with Dr. Livingstone in Africa,
5.. The details of this paragraph are inaccnrate.-the relationship to Zuni, the
number of the Laguna Indians. term of offic.e, holding of property.
6. The Rev. John Menau!, M. D .• Presbyterian missionary. He had met his future wife while hoth were on shipboard ,.wing to Africa. They had begun their
work at Laguna in 1876'. John Menau! has heen confused with his brother, the Rev.
James A. Menau!, who had been sent out in 1870 as a Presbyterian missionary to
the Navajos and who, in the '90s, was synodical missionary of New Mexico.
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and is a genius. He has a printing office at Laguna, and is
engaged in translating American schoolbooks for the benefjt of the heathen.' Herewith is a stanza from the original
"Mary had a Little Lamb," which I dropped on immediately,
my knowledge of Indian dialects coming to my rescue ac- .
cordingly:
Muh! iske natse oshtyatthuts.
Iske oshtyatthuts nasho hishome.
Hinome saiske oshtyatthuts.
Immee oshtyatthuts natsetsa.
However, I am not happy over the fact that Mary is
still going around having little lambs. My advice to Mary
is that, for the benefit of ,her reputation as well as the human race, she had better marry, settle down and have a little baby or two for a change; If you have her address. send
. her a copy "marked."
Savage or civilized, the Laguna: Indians (the women, I
mean) are the most natty and attractively dressed of any
people I ever saw. They throw a sort of robe over them and
pin it one side with marlin-spikes of silver in the most shipshape style. It comes down slightly below the knees, from
where canvas or buckskin leggiTfgs complete a very picturesque habit. But when they get an "olla, oyah"· (waterjar) on their heads they walk off so straight :=),nd graceful
that a Kearny-street belle would go wild with envy at sight
of them. Some of these good people (the females, I mean)
are very pretty. One of the natural curiosities of the coun.fry is a weed or shrub, very rooty in character, which they
use instead of soap in washing clothes, etc. T1vO brothers
there, American merchants; have married into t~e tribe and
have children, showing that man cannot live on soap alone.
7. A bibliography of the is'3ues from this press would be interesting. The ,~djtor
has a copy of a Laguna hymn~book. and the Historical Society has another C()py. A
reader in the Laguna )ang-nage was issued in 1882. About 1889 it is thought that
this press was. moved to Albuquerque and W:l:'; used" by Dr. Men'au~ i:n priI1tillg' SlJan~
ish tracts. Bancroft xvii, 777; ~note (based on Riteh's' Blue Book) mentions La Solona., lyubIishr:d at Latiuna in 1878;
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From Laguna to Ft. Wingate, some 90 miles, there is
little change of scene. There is one good-sized Spanish
town~B

FORT WINGATE

Was named after an old army officer, who figured before
the war. It was, next to Ft. Defiance, the rallying point of
the diamond-hunters of 1872.1 believe it was Wellington
who prayed for "night or Blucher," and Harpending saw
the importance of a snow storm,and so shifted the scene up
north among the highlands of Wyoming. That is the beauty
of precious stones-you can transplant millions in a very
small compass, and quickly.
The location of Wingate is exceptionally picturesque.
The Zuni Mountains, and spurs and mesas attending, form
a basin, whose rim takes in new forms and colors like the
kaleidoscope at every turn. It is largely a sand-stone formation. In plain view, to the north, the wind and rain have
~culptured an almost perfect cathedral, known as the Navajo Church. The N~vajo Indians are a powerful tribe, given
to industrial pursuits. Their woolen blankets are· widely
celebrated for thickness, compactness and fineness. The
Atlantic and Pacific road is graded past Wingate, and several hundred miles of contract let beyond the end of track,
which wiII be favored with abundance of fuel at all points,
whether coal or timber, as development progresses.
At Wingate I renewed the buck-board experience, crossing the Zuni Mountains and reaching the chief· and most
celebrated village after midnight. It was a tedious ride, the
team consisting of an old horse whose sands of life had
about run out, and the genuine remains of a Government
mule, so experienced in shirking his duty that it kept my
Spanish boy driver too busy.
8. Sa~ Ra!aeJ, near which was old Fort Wingate.
Winga.te is the one here visited.

The later. or

11f:W,

Fort
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THE ZUN,IS

. The word Zuni is Spanish for flesh," as applied to the
tribe which has cost the antiquarians so much trouble. The
village stands on an island-like location on the prairie, and
has several thousand inhabitants, who are given to the
strangest manifestations and ideas of any tribe on the con-:tinent. Their belief in the origin of man does not differ·
much from the protoplasmic theory of Darwin, Tyndall &
. Co. They practice the most severe ceremonies and rites'imaginable, and what is strangest of all, there is an educated
white man among them, who has subjected himself to every
.feature of this awful penance, all for the good of science.
He kept this up for several months, when he at last secured
their confidence, and the result is likely to be the most thorough .research of all others together.. His name is F. H.
Cu·shing, ethnologist, of the Smithsonian Institute.. I would
not, could not, subject myself to the sacrifices he has made
for all the wealth of the bonanza firm. As much as they are
called "civilized," the idea of eating this wretched cooking
as a regular diet is too much. Excepting the coffee, we all
took breakfast out of the same pot with our finger.s~ but it
was a case of groundhog with me, you bet. Cushing interestedme exceedingly with.his accounts of his experience and
knowledge of the customs and history of that strange people.
He claims that the cliff-builders further north are an offshoot. There is a great high mesa, with perpendicular walls,
in plain sight of the present village, to which the Zunis have
. been wont to retire in time
siege. A deserted town stands
up there to which there is but one access. ,This style of
architecture is quite~ peculiar, when completed ~ccording to
the Darwinian theory, etc., a dwelling consists of four steps,
including the ground to start with, two houses on top of the

of

9. The writer is again inaccurate. Hodge, Handbook oj American Indian.~. un~
der uZufii" says: "Their trib~l name is A'shiwi (sing, Shlwi). 'the flesh' . . . Their
common na~e, Zuni, is a Spanish 'adaptation. of t,he Keresan SU,'':',yit8i. or
nyitsa.
of unknown o r i g i n . " ,
.

Su
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lower or larger, and a third one lending a watch-tower ap'"
pearance to the whole strticture,Access to these is usually
by rustic ladders from the outside, entering from the roof:
Those Indians have a knowledge of the ocean and believe
all life comes from the bottom thereof-your "protoplasm"
again-and have the greatest reverence for certain shells.
'Our buckboard was loaded with a: variety of shells sent out
by mail from Washington, and those people kept me awake
all night with their jabber over the new acquisition.
ONE OF THE STRIKING FEATURES

of this society is the Albino element-men and w9men of
the purest blonde type; white hair and blue eyes. Science
has not yet fully determined the answer to this human conundrum. These Indians are rather small of stature. Like
the Pueblos, they were once considerably Catholicized, but
latterly they are also bedeviled by the Presbyterians, who
have a station near by, which in a year or so more will be
obliterated by sandstorms. There are· a thousand things
funny in themselves worth relating about these people, but
I will close the paragraph with an item regarding their custom of naming their children after their mother in all cases.
They don't want to take any chances. Like seven months'
children among white folks, they rarely come but once in
the same family. .
.
The route from Zuni to Fort Apache, A. T., passes
through the Mormon settlement of St. Johns, on the Little
.Colorado River. The whole country is over 6,000 feet above
the sea, interspersed with timbered mesas, grassy valleys,
plateaus, and finally blending west and south with the welldefined. Mogollon and White Mountains---all one range.
¥ogollon (pronounced Mo-go-yone) is Spanish for spur:·
10. Lieutenant B~urke entered the following note here: "Not so. MogollonBummer." It is more probable that "the true derivation is from the name of Gov.
Juan Ignacio Flores Mogollon, who held office in New Mexico from 1712 to 1715, although this connection has never been established.
.
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and the range might be designated the Sierra Nevada of
Arizona. It is a finely-timbered section of country, for sev- "
eral hundred miles north and south; all from twenty-five to
seventy-five inches in width. The water-shed west is a lovely mountain country, White, Black, Rio Verde, the Gila and
their branches containing trout and other fish and the mount::tins considerable game, as deer, bear, antelope, wild turkey
. and other things. Much of this interesting country is within the jurisdiction of the Southern Pacific Railroad. Coal of
a good quality is traced across from New Mexico. Speaking
of the Mormon settlement, it is growing aggressive, and the·
Gentiles are aIr-eady opposing it and hating it as in Utah.
At the election last Fall the ticket was simply for or against
"the faith." There is a big grazing interest established, but
f-oom for· mUl;h gre!iter· over all Western New Mexico and
Eastern Arizona. Gold and silver is J10t so commonly reP9rte~ as copper, and coal, and a railroad north from some
point on the S. P, railroad would serve a great purpose.
FORT

APAG~E

is Qne of the pleasantest located milit~ry: P.osts I ever saw.
The bulk of the Apache Indians, who surrendered to Gen.
Crook severa,! years· ago, ;:trelocated .farther, down. White
riv~l;", ~m,cl do no.t threaten further ~rouble.
There is one item worthy of Huxley's special co.nsideration. I refer to the Apache Indian cats. They are. given
tq forkeq tails. Given a ce~tE'til~ qu,~ntity' of regu,l.a:r 't~!l. ~;:ty
six inches trom the cat, and, ~rom two tq three prong;;; will
~tart out, some of which wm r~ach ~ length of two i~ches.
Qtherw,!se, the,se ~ats qo not d,iffer fro!ll t!)()§~ 'J;'hQm~.se1.\ and
Tabbies that renqe:r my' tewpor~ry: r~sjgenGe !it Sacr.:;1mento
eSI?ec}ally a~ree~Qle.
From Fort Apache to Fort Thomas the distance is 80
'miles. There is a good, wagon rOqd; but roundabout; but
as I had to make it horseback, I made it a good deal longei"
through trying to cut off the crooked places. A certain old
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white mustang and I suffered occasionally with thirst ang
hunger. We would meet armed Apaches out hunting and
at times feel rather uneasy, notwithstanding their schooling
under Crook. Fort Thomas is located on the Gila River, sev-:
enty miles north of the railroad, at Wilcox Station. It is
not distinguished for anything in particular. The Gila valley above and below is farmed to some extent and is susceptible of additional settlement. ,There are gold quartz ledges,
rich but rather small, located in the granite mountains in
sight of Thomas. In all the expanse of country between
Albuquerque and Thomas prospecting of any kind has been
meager and scattered, and the country is practically a fresh
field.
WILCOX STATION

is located over 100 miles east of Tucson, and is named after
the General commanding the department, headquarters at
Prescott. It is the first of importance east of Benson, from
which point Tombstone receives its chief supply. Wilcox is
in plain view of the Dos Cabesas (two heads) distriCt which
promises well. It is in the north end of the Chiracahtia~
(Cheer-a-caw-wa) range, which also contains the California·
District Mines, promising better still. Both districts are
very accessible and Califory,lia is exceptionally favored as to
wood, water and pleasing location, fronting east and reached
from San Simon station, next east 9f' Wilcox. The Bisbee
copper mines of the Dragoon range are also rapidly approached from Wilcox-all south of the railroad. It is a
curious fact that, except the celebrated copper mines at Clifton and the Silver King mine in the Globe District, all mining districts of sensational character are as yet located south
of the railroad. So far as Arizona is concerned, I am not
sure but San Simon (Si-mone) ,station is destined to be a
point of distribution of leading importance on the railroad
'II,

~hiric'!.hua.
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east of Tucson. There is a singular feature existing at Wil-'
cox, with respect to the obtaining of good water almost anywhere in the apparently dry' valley at a very shallow depth
---:six to ten feet. The supply also appears to be inexhaustible.· Speaking of San Simon, there is a feature of social life
rather prevalent throughout the' two territories. . r'mean
the so-called "cow-boy" element. These are mostly recent
importations from Texas, where. they learned that rough'
style as vaqueros, or cattle-herders. To excel in throwing
a lasso or handling a: six-shooter, is the height of their ambition. They are generally naturally bright and genial fellows, but dangerous when "interfered" with very much. San
Simon tells some tough stories about them.
BENSON

is 60 miles east of Tucson and 25 from Tombstone, the chief
centre of attraction at present. The road is almost as level
and smooth as that to the Cliff House. There is a curious
drift or belt of sandstone bowlders near the town and mines,
through which a smooth,natural pass or road is made. The
town stands on a little mesa or cap of limestone, sloping off
every way except to the east, affording an excellent site for
a healthy town. The mines in several instances dip unqer
the town, but, ,where mostly worked, they are distant from
one-eighth to three-fourths of a mile, with a gradual slope
to them, in all not more than 250 feet above the town. The
.surface of the district is as free of inequalities or. obstructions almost as a lawn. The croppings consist of a broad
red stain of iron. The formation is a mixture of limestone,
quartzite and a rock they call porphyry, with occasional indications of granite. The ore is chloride of silver,' very easily reduced, and in this case as easily extracted. As yet the
mills are confined to the San Pedro river, distant from seven to ten miles. Water works to connect with a stream in
the Huachuca (Waw-chu-ca) range, seven miles distant, 'are
under way, ·which promises to afford a supply for· nUlls
.

'
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.. well as the town. This town is a well laid out, as well as a
well constructed place and has little or none of the architecture native to the country about it. I feel safe in saying
that there is now exposed above the 400-foot levels more ore
in this district than in any other district in the United
States-silver ore that will yield at least $100 per ton. There
is an air of dullness throughout, everything being overdone
early, and owing to the few miners required to extract the
ore necessary to run the mills on hand. Had the district
fallen into San Francisco hands in the first place, matters
no doubt would be much further advanced. It is a rather
comical :sight Jor one· used to other ways, t~ see pair of
mules and the front gear of a wagon serving as a hojsting
works over "propositions" said to be worth "millions." As
slow as things seem, owners or claimants of undeveloped
properties ~re not slow in piling up terms. I have no doubt.
the S.P.R.R. Co. will connect Tombstone by rail at an early
day.
. Almost due south of Tombstone is Harshaw District,'
west of which is Oro Blanco, Arivaja and other sections of
note south of Tucson. Crossing into Sonora there is a succession of districts reported.· Stage lines connect every'where and we can come and go at .pleasure. I met a score
of old mining acquaintances who had been across the border
in quest of mines, lands and general adventure, all telling
one story-that Sonora, Chihuahua and other Mexican
States constituted "the place to go." And go they will. In
conclusion,

a

THE WAVE OF SPECULATION

to the southward is already irresistible and increasing in
volume every day. The Mexican rulers and people see and
recognize it, and are spreading their sails accordingly. The
conquest will be a peaceful one-largely by purchase, the
rest by chicanery and cheek. California has raised up an
army alone sufficient to overrun the whole country, once
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the railroad magnates make the first big opening. Capt.
Eads and others are attacking the poor old republic in the
rear, and the next five years will see his ship ·railroad connected with roads now pushing south toward the City of
Mexico. Guaymas will make quite a little seaport right
along, and in the vicinity of EI Paso will grow up a selfsupporting inland city of no mean dimensions. The railroad shops and men alone will do it. It would seem that
San Francisco merchants and manufacturers, what there
are of them, are slow to realize"that all this is and has been
going on under their very noses for two or three years past.
If they have not already waked up to it, they will get their
eyes fully opened very soon after the two toads are connected and the great East obtains direct, full swing. As long
as there is a mile of road unfinished, the public will have to
\vait. The Atchison-Santa Fe trains were regularly behind
on account of construction materials, fuel, etc. The Denver
and Rio Grande narrow gauge road is an enterprise of great
.and comprehensive magnitude, destined to playa part second to none, owing to its vast resource in coal alone. It' is
pushing down the valley in the wake of the Atchison r9ad.
Should the Atlantic and Pacific road extend through to San
Diego as threatened,· it would nip off another slice of San
Francisco's bread and butter. One cannot realize the extent
and importance of this movement of human forces by reading of them. To go over the ground, however, and see and
hear for one's self, is another thing. The impression is convincing. I have spoken.of ten years ago, yet all this business
has been practically accomplished in half that time. This
long costly Southern Pacific has been built to Texas without
subsidy, such have been the inducements held out by nature
to its owner. Now, that the hard work is done, and capital·
·for such purposes seems unlimited, is it not easy to predict
what another five years will bring forth in the same direction? Macaulay grew eloquent over the conquests by Lord
Clive in the jungles of India-was inclined to underrate
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those of Cortez in the New World, where there is every resource, tropical as well, and a land of comparative health.
It may remain to- be seen whose achievements conferred the
greater blessings on mankind.
There is so much to say about Arizona, New Mexico,
etc., just now that one does not know how to begin or stop.
I was satisfied with the hurried trip, and if your readers
are riot pleased with this more hasty account of it, they are
simply out of lutk.
JOS. WASSON.
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THE ROYAL ORDER OF 1620
To Custodian Fray Esteban, de Perea
LANSING

B.

BLOOM

As recently as the spring of 1929 there were in various
parts of Mexico uprisings of insurrectos, popularly known
as "Cristeros,", who proclaimed "against a government
which acts illegally and mocks'in contemptuous form all the
sacred principles . . . which the rev.olution formerly conquered .. '. The prese~t conditions are due to the Machiavellian interference of the clown .Plutarco ·Elias Calles in the
present administration." '.
As the name indicates, this outburst was an expression
of the "Church and State" struggle in Mexico, so frequently
recurrent throughout the' history 6f that country, and indeed
running far back into the history of the mother country
Spain. It permeated allparts of the vast Spanish realm, and'
in the distant frontier province of New Mexico;' especially
throughout the seventeenth century, trouble was caused repeatedly by disagreement as to whether the 'ecclesiastical or
the civil authorities were supreme.
In an earlier issue" one side of the controversy ill' New
Mexico in 1620 was presented by means of the text and'
translation of the order from the viceroy to Governor Juan
. de Eulate, dated at Mexico City, February 5, 1621, and mention was made of the fact that another communication, similar in purport had been addressed to the custodian, Fray
Esteban de Perea..The original of this latter was, doubtless
destroyed in the Indian Rebellion of 1680, but an excellent
copy has been preserved in the so-called "oldest archive"
now in Santa Fe, translation of vvhich is given herewith:
A study of the two documents together will bring out similar:ities and differen~es which are significant in throwing
N. Me"'. Hi"t. Rev., III, pp. 357-380.
2., Museum of N. Mex., SP. Archs., no. 1.

,1.

6 ff.

See cut of first 'page.
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light on 'the situation, and which also show more clearly the
procedure followed by the superior authorities.
Governor. Juan de Eulate had been appointed to his office Dec. 31,1617, but he did not start from Mexico City until March 1, 1618. He arrived in the Villa of Santa -Fe on
Dec. 22, 1618, upon which date his predecessor, Admiral
Bernardino de Cavallos, delivered ~o him el bast6n de su govierno. Eulate in turn delivered over the office to his successor, Admiral Phelipe Sotelo ,Ossorio, on Dec. 21, 1625, so
that Eulate'sterm of actual service in New Mexico was exactly seven years in length."
It was during the year 1619 that the dissensions between Eulate and ,the Franclscan missionaries in New Mexico reached such a stage that both sides in the controversy
appealed to the viceroy, and apparently the numerous documents in the matter, letters, memorials, affidavits, etc., were
sent south by special messenger.'
In fact, it is probable
that there were two transmissions of such documents, the
first of which left Santa Fe on June 25, 1619, and arrived
in Mexico City early in the following January.' Perhaps it
3. These data are from disbursements recorded at Sevilla in A.G.I, Contad'u.,ria.
legajos 721-724.
4. A.G.!., Contaduria, 723. By order of the viceroy d:;tted lIlal' 5, 1620, payment was made to Juan Francisco de. Vertiz, agent for Gov:. Juan de Eulate, covering the salary of the latter until J'lI.,ne 25, 1619, "que quedaba siruiendo en elIas . . "
(thp. Provinces of New Mexico.)
.
By another order of Nov. 7, 1620, a payment of 50 pesos was made to one
"Don Andres, Indio principal de 1~ Provincia del Nuevo Mexico." He had been in
Mexico ten months, suffering from a great sickness which had been occasioned by
his journey thither with the soldier.• from New Mexico. He had had to beg f~om
};ouse to house and needed help to return hom/?
'5. This is the natural deduction from the records given in note 4. When Governor Eulate entered New Mexico in the fall of 1618, he had passed 15 wagons of
the regular mission supply-service going' south under escort.
These wagons were
sent on from Zacatecas to Mexico City, ,and before Dec. 4, 1618, had there been sold'
"par quenta de su Magestad .. en su Real almaneda." (A.G.!., Cant., 721). There is
no record of another supply-train to New Mexico until the .year 162t". On Jan. 28
of that year, payment was made for 16 wag-ons with 12 mules each, all fully
equipped.
(A.G.I., Cont., 723).
.."
Eulate may have .had a few wagons ,vith him, besides pack-animals; but if
so, it was not one of the regular supply trains which were primarily for the service
of the missionaries. ' Therefore t.he soldiers who left New M.exico at the end of
June, 1619,. were not escorting a supply-train but, presumably. were bearers of
despatches.
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is safe to infer that the despatches carried by this little band
of soldiers represented only the Eulate side of the controversy, and that the fr.'liles did not succeed in getting their
papers to Mexico City until the summer of 1620.
At any rate, it was not until July 29, 1620, that the
viceroy brought the whole matter before the special councii
which he called for its consideration.. Their decision, as· reduced to writing over that date, was sent to the king in
Spain and must have reached his attention in October, fOl'
his approval of the decision was back in Mexico City early
in the following January. It will be noted that the cedula to Fray Esteban de Perea, as we have it in the copy given below, is addressed from the king but is signed by the viceroy
in Mexico on january 9, 1621; whereas the order of February 5 to Governor Eulate is both addressed and signed by the
viceroy. At the same time, the phraseology of the two documents shows that both were based upon the decision ren-.
dered by the council in Mexico City on July 29, 1620.
While the governor of New Mexico and -the custodian
are enjoined respectively in these two documents to keep
each within his own province, nevertheless the intent of the
king, and of his administrative officials in Mexico, is clear
that in any definite conflict the authority of the State was
to have priority over thatof the Church.
PLAIN COpy OFA CEDULA DISPATCHED BY THE ROYAL A,UDIEN-CIA OF MEXICO TO THE GOVERNOR AND CUSTODIO OF THESE'
PROVINCES, UNDER -DATE OF JANUARY

9, 162l.

DON FELIPE, by the grace of God King of Castile. of
. Leon, of the Two Sicilies, of Jerusalem, of Portugal, of Navarre, of Granada, of Toledo, of Valencia, of Galicia, of Ma1. The title as given is the endorsement on the cover of this document. The
word "these," here us~d and also once in the body of the text, shows that this ~opy
was made in New 111exico. In other words, they were slips by the copyist. At other
places, he used the correct "t!l.ose."
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jorca, of Seville, of Cerdagne, of Cordova, of Corsica, of
Murcia, of Jaen, of the Algarbes, of Algeciras, of Gibraltar,
of the Canary Isles, of the Islands and mainland of the
oceanic sea [Atlantic]; archduke of Austria; duke of Burgundy, Brabant and Milan; count of Hapsburg, of Flanders,
of Tyrol and Barcelona; lord of Vizcaya and of Molina,
&&a_to You the venerable Father Fray Esteban de. Perea
of the Order of the seraphic San Francisco, Custodio of the
Religious of the said Order who reside in the provinces. of'
New Mexico, or to whatever other Prelate among the Religious of those provinces may; have the said Custodia in his
charge: know ye, that, in the Council which the Marques
de Guadalcazar, my cousin, viceroy, governor and captaingeneral of the provinces of New Spain and president of my
royal Audiencia and Chancery 'who resides in the City of
Mexico, held on the twenty-ninth of July of this year with
the three senior oidores of my said Audiencia, with the attendance of my fiscal in accordance with the order which I
have given, there were seen certain letters, missives, memorials, depositions, and other documents which have been
written and dispatched from those said provinces to my said
Viceroy by various persons, ecclesiastic as well as lay,
through which [documents] account has been given of the
strifes over purisdietion and other [matters]" which there
have been, and are,between you, the said Custodio, and my
said Governor, you, the said Father, claiming that, by virtue
of the bulls of His Holiness Leo X, and of Adrian VI, you
have in those said provinces authority and jurisdiction su2

The original, as appears at the end of the text, was to pass into the keeping of
the governor and l therefore, must have 'perished with the oth~r archives at Santa Fe
in the Rebellion of 1680. In chirography. th~ copy is work of the 17th century and
may have been made at, or soon after, the l'cceipt of the original. But how did it
E>scape the destruction of 1680, and finn its place among the papers now at Santa
Fe? Perhaps the' be:3t surmise is that it is a copy which was made for one of the
southern missions, that in some way it got to BI Paso del Norte, and from there
wa~ brought back to Santa Fe in the time of De Vargas".
2. The wording at this point would sec"m to have originated in Spain.
3. The phrasing of the two documents at this point differs slightly. Probably
Hotros" in this text sh01;I1d read "otras," referring back to "competencias."
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preme as well as ordinary ad univer8itatem caU8arum so
that you can take cognizance of any ecclesiastical matters
whatever, and can issue any censure and interdict against
any persons of whatever state, condition and preeminence
they: may be, imposing upon them the punishments at your
command, and [you claiming further] that my said Governor should not and could not decree or determine any matter
touching his said government without [first}consultingwith
you' and following the advice -of you and of the Religious of
your Custodia, with many other causes and reasons which it
appears are set forth at length in the said letters, memorials,
depositions and other documents; and moreover through
·other doc\J.ments which have been.presented before my said
, Viceroy and [through] complaints which have been, and are,
pending in my said Audiencia there have been reported the'
·serious difficulties which have followed and resulted from
[the fact] that the Prelates your predecessors made use of
the said jurisdiction agaiI).st Don Pedro de Peralta and
against the Admiral Bernardino de Zeballos who have been
my governors in those provinces with greater scandal and
less prudence than would have been just, exceeding and going contrary to what has been determined by the holy canons, bulls of His Holiness, and my cedulas, in excommunicating them and, in order for them to have absolution, imposing upon them public penances without due authority aIid
humiliating to my said governors and to the rest of the
Royal Jurisdiction which was thE?n in force.
And in order that from now hencef.orth procedure may
be in accor.d with what is right and thafsuch scandals may
be avoided, [the matter] having been considered by my said
Viceroy in the said Council and in others which he held \vith
my said oidore8and fiscal, it was agreed that he must give
this my letter in the said Cause, and I approved it; wherefor
· I ask yqu and I enjoin you that, you the said Father Custodio
4

4.

Translating freely, "'in all sorts of cause·~."
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holding ordinary j urisdietion in those said provinces, you
employ it and exercise it in conformity with what is right
in the matters spiritual and ecclesiastical which may pertain
to your Jurisdiction, and in these [matters] you alone shall
proceed without the other Religious of your Custodia intniding themselves further than in th administering of the Holy
Sacraments, without their officiously making autos over
what may be brought up by appeal before you, nor any other
[autos], and in those [autos] which you may draw up,
whether it ·be by petition of some party or officially [on
your part], you shall always proceed in writing before an
apostolic' notary if there be one, and if there be none you
shall name one in form, and if the layman or laymen against
whom you shall make the process shall feel themselves aggrieved by the definiti:ve sentences or interlocutory autos
lest they might have final force or be an encumbrance which
it might not be possible to correct and should take an appeal
to the Metropolitan judge, the Archbishop of Mexico, and
should protest against the Royal aid in the enforcement of
them, you shall not proceed to execute your decisions until
after my said Audiencia which resides in the City of Mexico
may decide whether you shall give [them] effort or no, for
which purpose you shall send to my Audiencia the original
process which you may have fulminated with all the autos
without the lack of anything, in the meanwhile absolving
those whom, by the said process, you may have excommunicated and raising and removing whatever interdicts and
censures you may have imposed; and in the executive and
ecclesiastical causes, cognizance of which may pertain to
your ecclesiastical jurisdiction, you shall proceed according
to law, taking care as to the,form and extent of the judgment and what is provided by my Royal law's, noting that in '
cases of sacrilege, concubinage and in the others which may
5. The abbreviation for this ·word ,in the Eulate document was misread "publico"
See N. M. Rist. Rev. III, 372, 361.
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be of mixed jurisdiction" the judge who should act is to be
informed of them; and against lay persons you shall not
proceed in any manner except it be in eccleRiastical matters
according to law [and] in th'ese you shall not proceed to imprisonment without first requesting the aid of the secular
arm from my said Governor or from his Lieutenant, who
shall give and afford you such aid, [you] showing him by
what you have written that yoU: will proceed legally.
And since from the documents seen in the said Council
it appears that you the said Padre Custodio and your other
Religious have attempted to dissuade the Indians of these
provinces and to give them to understand that your authority was the superior and that from it and your hand depend
all their interests with the [authority?] of their governor,
<.:ivil and political, and you and your said Religious complain
that the said Governor is interfering in the, (matters] of
your Charge even to the naming of the fisca,[es of the Church
and other more trifling ~atters, my said Viceroy may send
an enactment to my said Governors so that he (the gover.nor]
may give orders how e~ch of the pueblos of those provinces,
on the first day of Ja~uary of evel'y year, may carry out
their elections of g()vernor, alcalq~s,·topiles anq !£scale,s 'and "
other public officers" with,outmy said Governor or any other
Judiciary, you or any other Religious of your Custodia being
found present in the said elections so that in them the said
Inqians may have the freedom ",hich is fitting, and that the
[elections] 1Yhich may be effected in this manner may be
carried [reported] to my said Governor in order that [the
~lections] having been effected ~nd by the majority [of the
7

6.

That is, in ca~cs. where ~qth th,e civil and the ~ccJesiastiC'al authoritie.,:; might

prcceed leg~l1ly.

7, See note l.
8. This permission was embodied in t.he Eulate document.
rn,HL
'
.

.

.

N. ill". His! Rev;-,

9. The autonOlny of t.he Pueblo Indians in local government has continued to
the i>resent dny, as here ~,t!p~]lat.e~1 qy tJ"le Sl!anish so\'eI;'eign.
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Indians] with the freedom indicated, he [the governor] may
confirm [the fact] that everything is in accord with what is
customary in our said Spain.'o
You shall have it so understood in order that, in what
touches you, you may give order that [my instructionsl be
observed, executed and fulfilled.
And whereas my said Viceroy, in the said Council and
'in others, !;las decided that my said Governor may not collect, nor he [you, the Custodio?], the Tributes from the Pueblos which may be in process of conversion without his order,
and that when there may be reasons for ,doing so he report
the motives which he may have for imposing such Tributes,
and that you' the said Custodio and the minister of instruction in any such pueblo do the same, in order that, being
fully advised, my said Viceroy may provide what may he
~9nverilent, and that until after taking these steps the said
Tributes be not collected from the Pueblos of Zuni and Moqui
9f those said provinces,-having it S0 understood in so far
as it touches you, I charge you that from the pueblos which
may be already agreed upon for the collecting of the said
Tr-ibutes, you shilll not impede nor allow your said Religious
to impede the sard Governor nor the encomenderos of the
said pueblos in collecting the said Tributes.
And because likewise my said Viceroy has ordered apd
commanded my said Governor that he have good relations
with you, the said Father Custodio, and with the other Religious, without meddling in matters and affairs which pertain to your persons and to the ministration of the doctrine
which is in your charge nor in anything else which pertains
to you, and in order that matters which might import to the
ll

10. There is a curious difference in the texts. The viceroy to Eulatc wrote: Hin
accord with what -is customary in this Ne'w Spain;" the king to Perea wrote: "in
accord with what is cust0tr.lary in o~r .said Spain."
.
11. See N: M. Hlst Rev., III, 365, note. This is another side to the picture,
which has no counterpart at the present day. Not only was tribu-:-e in the form of
m~anta8. corn and yarious forms of service required of the Pueblo Indians by the
Spanish go' el"l1ors beginning with Juan (Ie Onate. but also grants
collect t;uch
tribute had been given to many of the ~ar]y settlers.

to
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common good of the baptized Indians and to the universal
, conservation of the Republic, of Spaniards as well as of Indians, [may be properly arranged], let him [the governor?]"
consult upon them [such matters] with you and with the
Governor of the Villa of Santa Fee and with two others de':'
fi'nidores if there should be such, and if not, [then] with·the
two senior Religious of that Custodia, and with the cabildo
of the said Villa and with the captains and the sergeant
whom he may select, so that, having listened to all, he alone,
my said Governor, may decide what may seem to him to be
most convenient for my service; and that in everything he
proceed
with
the tactful prudence and good consideration
'
.
.
which is expected of his person, and that if someone of
those who may be found in the said Council should be of con·~
trary opinion and, because of my said Governor not deciding
in conformity with his views, he should request a testimony,
let it be given him, it being understood that the councils are
to be held in the form stated and with the persons indicated,
if my said Governor should be found in the said' Villa of
Santa Fee, capital of thofle provinces, but if he should be,
found in some other Pueblo or on the road, 'let him comply
by holdIng the Council with the captains whom he may have
with him and with such other persons as may seem to him
best, and with the religious who may be ministering to them
at that time. Thus you will have it understood so that as
to other matters you shall not intermeddle nor allow your
said Religious to intrude themselves upon my said Governor
and upon the other judiciaries nor impede them in the use
and exercise of their Jurisdiction and government; on the
contrary I charge you that in everything you have with them
good and courteous relations, giving orders that when any
one of your said Religious may preach in the presence Of my
said Governor, he do him courtesy with the cap and with the
'

12. In employing the ~hraseology of the action of July 29, 1620, there seems to
bE:! here a double reference to the goover-nor. See the similat" passage in N. M. lJist.
Rev., III, 363-4.
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head, without saying anything to him, and if you the said
Custodio should enter at the same time, he may do you similar courtesy afterwards ;'3 and you shall so provide that a religious go on Sundays and feast days to [each] Pueblo where
there may be a church to say mass for them, to instruct them
and to administer the sacraments, in such way that they do
not receive inconvenience through their being taken for this
purpose from one pueblo to another. .
.
And since it has b~en understood that, in some cases in
,which you have proceeded, you and your Religious, against
the Indians for errors and light faults, you have had their
hair sheared, a punishment from which they suffer very
great affliction because it is for them the greatest affront
that there is, from which has resulted the fact that some
have removed to the Penol of Acoma, returning to idolatry,
and other grave inconvenienc8s, you shall give order that
the Religious of your Custodia do not inflict such punishments but rather that those recently converted be shown in
everything good treatment and consideration.
And because also your said Religious sometimes send to
the mountains a great number of Indians for things of little
necessity and which might be excused, you shall not allow
their time and labor to be utilized except for things necessary for the church and the convenience of the living-quarters, and in those things with the greatest moderation that
may be possible to the end that they may not suffer hardships.
And because the observance and fulfilment of all in this
my letter contained tends to the service of God our Lord, and
to mine, and to the peace and quiet and concord of those
provinces, I charge you that ye observe, guard, comply and
execute, and that ye make to be guarded, complied and executed wholly in all that touches, or can touch, you the said
Father Custodio and each one of your said Religious who

as

13. In other words.
between governor and custodian, priority of recognition
i! to be accorded the former.
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are now, or in the future. may be, in that your said Custodia,
so disposing in everything in a manner that what is in it
~ontained and each matter and part of it may have entire·
and complete effect, contrary to the tenor and form of
which [letter] ye shall not go nor pass, nor shall ye consent
n~r give place that anyone of you, directly or indirectly, go
or pass ~n any manner', but rather that it be carried into due.
execution to the end that' in everything there may be peace
and concord which has always been desired in those provinces, so that thus ye shall serve me, and in case of the con.:.
trary I shall consider myself very ill-served and shall provide for it suitable remedy in a manner that my Royal Will
may have due effect; and I order that my said letter be'
placed in the books of' the Government of those said Pro:vincesand in those of the Custodia which are in your charge,
the original, with whatever notification. thereof may be
given you, remaining in the possession of my said Governor
in order that to those of the one [side] and to those of the
other it may be entirely and thoroughly manifest what you
!both] are required to do. '
Given in the City of Mexico, the ninthbf January, one
thousand six hundred and twenty Gne~ The Marques de
Guadalcazar.-I;· Francisco Nunez Basurtto, lieutenant of
the escribano may()r of the government of this New Spain
for the King our Lord, caused it to be written by his command, his Viceroy in his name." ·Recorded,
. Cosme de Medrano-Chancellor Don Sebastian Carrillo
-escribano's fees, gratis-recording fee, twenty-five-secretary, fifty-six-affirmed, inspector's office (?) -The
Father Custodio of the Religious of the Order of San Francisco who reside in the provinces of New Mexico is asked
and charged by what is here contained and [which was]
agreed upon in the Council which his Excellency held with
the three senior oidores and the senor fiscal of His Majesty
of this Roya] Audiencia.
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DOCUMENTARY
On the first page of the issue for December 4, 1841, of
Niles' National Register', published at Baltimore, appeared
the communication here\vith, photostat of which was kindly
supplied by Dr. F. W. Hodge.
.
The editor first met this letter in Nouvelles Annales de
Voyages et de Sciences Geogmph'iques, xciii, 308-313, and
used it in part in Old Santa Fe, ii, 41, under the misapprehension that the French form was the original. That series
consisted of 168 volumes, published at Paris from 1819 to
1860, .and it is probable that this particular letter was
drawn from the source here reproduced.-L. B. B.
SANTA FE AND THE FAR WEST

F1'om the Evansville (Indiana) Journal
We are permitted by a gentleman residing: ill the neighboring county qf Gibson to take the following extract from
a private letter from a friend, dated,
Santa Fe, July 29, 184l.
I left Vincennes on the 23d April for St. Louis, with a
view of ascertaining the object of the visit by the company
raising for the Pacific ocean. When I arrived at St. Louis,
I found I had to proceed to Independence, the upper county
on the Missouri river and adjoining the Indian boundary,
four hundred miles farther. There I found three different
caravans busily recruiting;· the reverend bishop Smidth,
with a caravan to establish a mission amongst the Blackfeet
Indians, in the valley of the Columbia river, who left with
the caravan, to California by way of the head waters of the
Columbia river, commanded by col. Bartletson and Richma,
composed of about ninety persons, male and female. The
second to California, composed of about one hundred men
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and about thirty women and children-the yearly caravan
composed of merchants to this city, Chihuahua and Senora,
composed of about eighty men and forty wagons, loaded
with merchandise, &c. The caravans all left between the
8th and 10th May. After ascertaining the object of the
California caravan, governor Boggs and myself having understood positively a caravan was to leave from Santa Fe to
join the one by the way of Columbia, raised ten men and
agreed to leave in time to overtake the Santa Fe company
at or near the Arkansas, but on the evening previous to our
departure the governor's wife was taken unwell, and he was
compelled to abandon the adventure. Accordingly, on the
19th MaY,myself with eight others. with three little wagons
loaded with provisions and arms, and three riding mules,
left the line of Missouri for the far west.
The Indian country as far as Council Grove, two hundred miles from the line, is perhaps as fine a tract of country as can be found in the world; there is rather a scarcity
of timber; but in soil and water none superior. The Council
Grove, as it is called, is the ancient site of once a proud and
mighty city. It is situated on the main White river, which
here forms a crescent or curve of about nine miles' in circumference, and contains more than a hundred mounds, half
of which are more than ten times as large as those near Vincennes-those in the centre are in the form of a square,
many containing a surface of more than two acres, some in
the form of a triangle and others perfectly round. Here the
Pawnee, Arapaho, Camanchee, Loups, and Eutaw Indian~,
all of whom are at war with each other, meet and smoke .the
pipe once a year in peace. Every person and the things are
sacred for many miles around this peaceful grove. This
ceremony has been handed down for many centuries to the
red men by their forefathers, and here their chiefs and great
men' are brought from hundreds of miles 'around to be interred; one of whom, but a few weeks before we passed,
had a proud mound of stones erected to his memory, with a
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pole painted red and a scalp appended thereto, to show that
he had been a great brave. The numerous camps every
where to be seen around here, at once convince the traveller
that here is the great rendezvous of thousands annually.
From thence onward, for four hundred miles, there is nothing to be seen but one eternal desert, without one, even one
solitary stick of timber to cheer the eye for thirty days.
Nothing here is to be had but buffalo dung to cook the food
that is used, but of this the whole prairies are covered, and
it is an excellent substitute.
Vve overtook the caravan in sight of the Arkansas,
about four hundred miles from the line of the United States
and eight hundred from St. Louis, without trouble by the
Indians, and attached ourselves thereto for duty in crossing
the river, which is much larger than at the mouth, and always muddy and rolling her quicksands into bars almost
every hour, so that fords or crossings are dangerous and uncertain. From the Arkansas river the scarcity of water
commences, and even the little to be had is so deeply impregnated with salt, sulphur, &c. that stern necessity alone
brings the traveller to the use of it. On the Simerone river
there are one or two good springs, at one of which we met
of the Arapahoe Indians five hundred warriors, who treated
us with a proper friendship, elated with their success ten
days before, when, in battle, they killed seventy-six' Pawnees. We gratified them with encamping on the battle
ground, where the unburied bodies were yet almost unbroken. The next day we visited their lodge, six miles from.
the battle ground, where we had a full view of savage life in
a perfect state of nature; amongst five hundred women and
children there were but few that had ever before seen the
dress and equipage of the white man.
After leaving these good and friendly Indians, we were
cheered in eight or ten days 'with the far dis'tant appearance
of the Rocky Mountains. From day to day as we approached them, the beauty of the scenery increased, and
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when within twenty miles, the reflection of the sun 'through
the melting snow that eternally crowns their highest peaks
is splendid beyond >::tll description. Here' the traveller beholds
a chain of. many hundred, nay, thousands of miles piled up,
as it were, until they reach to heaven, with stone uncovered,
with verdure or shrubs of any kind; nothing but the white
caps of snow, and rough and terrific precipices, varied for
the eye to behold, until you reach the crossings of Red river,
at the foot of the mountain, and here the pine and cedar tree
again, on the mountain side and in the valley, greet the eye,
once more; and here on this plain we ,had to encounter about
three hundred Eutaw warriors, but; after repeated skirmishing, they were fain to retreat, without effeCting any damage'
of consequence. From here to the good town of Bogas we
found water, wood, and~ good cheer. 'The caravan arrived
in this city on the 2d July, all in good health, in less than
two months, the quickest trip ever made over the desert.
Now for Santa Fe, or the Holy City. It is situated in a
valley 10 miles long, and from 2 to 5 wide; surrounded by
immense mountains covered 'with pine and cedar trees, and
affords the most beautiful scene the eye can conceive or
mind imagine. Santa Fe is the seat of government of New
Mexico, and is commanded by a governor 'general. It is also
a military post, port of e'ntry, and depository of all the ancient archives of the neighboring states. 'The houses are
built of raw bricks, two feet long, six inches deep, and one
foot wide, made with straw imd mud, and dried in the sun;
and such is the durability that. many houses more than two
hundred years old arestanding and look well; they are only
one story high, handsomely whitewashed inside, with dirt
floors. Even the palace, in which his excellency resides has
no other than a dirt floor, but they are generally covered
:with carpets; the houses are covered with stones and dirt,
, and are flat roofed, perfectly weather proof. The city contains six churches, generally richly fitted out. The- popula:"
tion is about eight thousand inhabitants, all rigid Roman
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Catholics. It is' situated on a small branch of the Rio del
Norte, and about 14 miles from the main river, which is
. near the size of the river Wabash at Vincennes.
The ladies, certainly, are far more beautiful in this
country than those of the' same ranks in America; their jetty
black eyes, slender and delicate frame, with unusual small
ankles and feet, together with their gay winning address,
. make you at once easy and happy in their company. Perhaps no people on earth love dress and attention more than
the Spanish ladies and it may be said of a truth, that their
amorous flirtations with the men are matters to boast of
amongst themselves. They work but little; the fandango
and siesta form the diversion of time. The fandango is a
lascivious dance, partaking in part of the waltz, cotillion,
and many amorous movements, and is certainly handsome'
and amusing. It is the national dance. In this the governor
and most humble citizen move together, and in this consists
all their republican boast.
The men are honest-perhaps more so than those of the
same class in the United States, proud and vain 9f their
. blood-<the descendants of the ancient Spaniards of their
pure blood-those of the Spaniards and Puebla Indians, the
descendants of their great monarch, Montezuma, dqubly
more so. The pure blood cannot inherit office here; the
present governor general; and all the officers of state, are of
the mixed blood of Montezuma. This has been the case since
the year 1836. In thi:lt revolution fell the most honorable
and beloved of all the native Spaniards in Mexico, and all
his family were banished. In the city there is but one officer of justice, the Alcalde, and he has nothing to do.
The commerce of this place is certainly very considerable; and although there is but one gold mine worked here
now, and 'one copper mine, yet the daily' receipts afford
about six or seven hundred dollars nett. More than from
one to two hundred and twenty hands are employed at work.
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The revolution has set every thing aback here in the mining
departments, as they were generally held by natives of old
Spain, and accounted forfeits to the general government
after the revolution. This thing will soon be settled, and
then the Holy City will appear in all her gaudy plumage
again.
I start in two or three days to California. The company consists of about two hundred Americans and Spaniards, to co-operate on the 1st of January, 1842, with the
Columbia caravan, at Monterey, on' the bay of San Francisco. We expect the governor will allow us to settle, and
concede to us certain lands, &c.
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COMBS' NARRATIVE OF THE SANTA FE EXPEDITION IN 1841
There has recently been published' a body of data in regard to the part played by Thomas Falconer, the Englishman who accompanied the Texan Santa Fe Expedition as a
guest by invitation of President Mirabeau B. Lamar. As is
well known, the ill-fated expedition set out from Austin in
June, 1841, but did not reach its destination, its starved and
broken ranks being intercepted and disarmed by General
Armijo's militia not long after the Texans had crossed the
border into New Mexico, and soon started from San Miguel
on the long march to the City of Mexico as prisoners.
The principa~ account of the history of the affair is that
. by George Wilkins Kendall, whose Nar'rative of the Texan
Santa Fe Expedition first appeared in two volumes in 1844,
and in several subsequent editions until the seventh was issued in 1856; and indeed there was a partial reprint as late
as 1929. In the seventh edition appeared an extract from
the diary of Falconer, covering the period from August 31
to October 9, 1841, during which time he was with the main
body under Gen. Hugh McLeod which had remained in camp
on the Quintufue, (calleq by Combs the Palo Duro) a branch
of Pease river in northwestern Texas, while the others, in
several parties, were sent ahead. Because they fill this
hiatus in the history of the expedition as recorded by Kendall, the Falconer accounts are of considerable value.
Otherwise supplementing Kendall's account is a narrative by Franklin Combs, a son of Gen. Leslie Combs of Kentucky and also a guest of the expedition, written in the City
of Mexico soon after his release as 'a prisoner, and printed
in Niles' National Register of March 5, 1842. The first part
1. Letters and Notes on the Texan Santa Fe Expedition, by Thomas Falconer,
with Introduction and Notes by F. W. Hodge. New York, Daub~r & Pine, 1930.
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of young Combs' account bears on the journeying of one of
the advance parties, under Commissioner William G. Cooke
and Captain Sutton, of which Kendall was likewise' a member, but not Falconer. This was the force which, in its efforts to avoid the escarpments of the Llano Estacado, traveled too far northward to reach San .Miguel directly. The
narrative, which follows, gives ,considerable information not
found in Kendall, especially as Combs w,as with those prisoners who started on the long and dreary march nearly a
month before the others.
F. W. H.
SANTA FE PRISONERS
NARRATIVE OF FRANKLIN COMBS

The expedition after about ten weeks march, through a
country infested by Indians, arrived at the Palo Duro,
where being straightened for food, and having previously
sent their guides in advance, it was determined to despatch
about a third of the armed force, and two of the commissioners to procure' provisions and prepare, the way for the entrance of the expedition into the province of Santa Fe. The
impression at the'time was that the expedition had reached
within 90 miles of Santa Fe, in consequence of which belief
the advanced division took with them only three days rations. Col. Cooke and Dr. Brenham were the commissioners
accompanying the advance and Capt. Sutton commanded
the armed escort. The remainder of the forces were left at
the Palo Duro under the command of Gen. McLeod,. surrounded by a vast number of Indians, who were continually
harrassing them a~d who had actually killed five of them
the day upon which the division set out upon its march.
, The advanced force soon learned that the expedition
had made ~ fearful mistake in supposing the Palo Duro to
be within 90 miles of Santa Fe. The distance was nearly
300 miles, and as a consequence the rations provided for the
,

,
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troops were exhausted before they accomplished a third of
the road to Santa Fe. The division then resorted to every
expedient to escape starvation. They fi'rst subsisted upon
such of the horses as had broken down, and wild berries
which were occasionally met within the prairies. When
these resources failed, they were compelled to live upon
snakes, horned frogs and other reptiles which abound in the
prairies and which constituted their principal and for a
time, their only food. After marching in this way for two
weeks or thereabouts, the division arrived' at Gallinas. From
this place, Van Ness, Lewis, Howard and Fitzgerald, accompanied by Mr. Kendall, were sent on to Santa Fe, to hold an
interview with the governor, explain the pacific objects of
the expedition, obtain stores for the troops and permit to
bring the merchandise taken out by the traders within the
province.
Two or three hours after these gentlemen left the camp
at Gallinas, a l note was received from Captain Lewis to the
effect that the country was in arms, but that they would
proceed on their journey to Santa Fe. They were, however,
seized shortly afterwards, (as Capt. Lewis stated) bound
and taken out to 'be shot but that their lives were spared
through the intercession of a Mexican officer,' who took
them to meet governor Armijo. In the mean while the governor had despatched a force of several hundred men to
intercept the Texians. The commander of these troops held
several interviews with the commissioners, and endeavored
to get the Texians to lay down their arms by assuring them
of the friendly disposition of the governor and the inhabitants. This the Texians would not do. The Mexican offi'cers undertook to take care of the' few remaining horses of
the Texians, and supply the men with food in order to allay
all apprehensions of any hostile purpose. His. next step was
to cross the Gallinas with his men, with the avowed object
of camping the two forces together as further proof of
friendship. This he did, but as he drew near the Texian
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camp, the dIsposition of his lines left little doubt of his beligerent intentions. The Texians were immediately got under arms. About this time also another party crossed the
river, and forming a junction with the first, banished every
lingering doubt of the objects of the Mexicans, and an engagement was on the eve of taking place when Capt. Lewis
and the nephew and confidential secretary·· of the governor
made their appearance.
When Lewis and th~ governor's nephew came up, a parley was had between them and the 'fexians, the troops upon
both sides maintaining their battle array. Capt. Lewis represented the governor as willing to receive the Texians on
condition that they would lay down their arms in conformity
with a law of Mexico, which made it necessary for an armed
force entering the province to give up their weapons before
reaching San Miguel. He represented himself, and the
nephew and secretary of the governor as empowered to stipulate for the surrender of the implements of war, and to
negotiate for the safe conduct of the troops to the frontier
after they had complied with this stipulation. The governor
had empowered them to blind the authorities to label the
property of each individual, supply food for the march home,
and return to every mim his property; The representations
were confirmed by the nephew and secretary of governor
Armijo, as well as by the Mexican officers,' a number of
whom had joined in the parley.
The commissioners hesitating to confide in these representations, Capt. Lewis informed him that the governor with
a well appointed troop of 3,000 men, was within twelve
hours march, and if the Texians gained the battle, they
would soon be engaged with a more formidable foe. The
commissioners, yet not satisfied, Captain L.ewis pledged his
honor to the truth of all these statements, swearing upon his
Masonic faith (both being Masons) to every word of it.
2

2.

Should read "bind"?
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Such being the circumstances of the division, without,
food, jaded and worn out by fatiguing marches, in front of
a force of some six hundred men and expecting the arrival'
of 3,000 more, and being especially ordered by the Texian
government to avoid hostilitie8 if the people were opposed
to them, and not apprised of the capture of the gentlemen
despatched to Santa Fe,and not suspecting Lewis to be a
traitor, the Texians laid down their arms upon the terms of
surrender proposed. Food was then furnished the troops,
and they were treated with some leniency until the next day,
when the governor arrived with about 1,500 men, a forces
sufficient to make him secure in his barbarity; we were
seized and bound six and eight together, with hair ropes and'
thong of raw hide, and put in a filthy sheep-fold, surround. ed by a large armed guard~ The Mexican officers then excited the Peons to the highest degree of phrenzy, by the accounts they gave of the Texians, and we were prevented
from being slaughtered by being huddled together in a small
yard enclosed by a mud wall, and defended by the regular
'troops. In this place we were kept all night, lying in heaps,
one upon another, and suffering the most intense agony
from the closeness of the confinement and the pressure of
the ropes with which we were bound, and in full hearing of
the disputes in the council called by the governor to deliberate upon our destiny, which decided about daybreak, by a
single vote, that we should not be shot but marched off for
Mexico.
At sun rise we had to take up our march f9r the city of
Mexico, about 2,000 miles distant-the soldiers telling us
that we were going to the mines.-Bound six and eight together, we w'ere forced to travel, the three first days about
thirty miles each, without food and even denied the privilege
of drinking when we were wading the small streams,
through which we were marched. We were stripped of hat,
shoes, blankets and coats. The governor himself took from
me my blanket and buffalo robe, cursing and striking the'
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prisoners: and raving like a madman; because (as we
heard) his wish to have us shot had been overruled in coundl. I was obliged to give my shirt,in: the extremity of my
distress, for a loaf of bread, and swapped a tolerably good
p~ir of pantaloons for a ragged pair upon receiving a
mouthful or two to eat in the exchange. When we arrived
at the Rio del Norte I had parted with every thing but my·
tattered trowsers, vest and suspenders, every thing elsehaving been disposed of for bread or robbed from me by the
soldiers. Nor were the other prisoners in a better condition.
The weather was then cold and we were nigh perishing in
bur nakedness.
After a few days march, it was found, impracticable for
us to get on~ith any speed bound together in such numbers.
We were then tied two together, and to each pair there was a,
rope tied about the waist, neck or arms, and fastened to the
. pummel of,the saddle of the horses on which the guard was
mounted. The soldiers would occasionally put their horses
in a gallop to torture those fastened to them, and whenever
any of us fell down or lagged behind, we were dragged upon
the ground and beat·en with thongs,sticks or whatever else
was at hand.
The principal, indeed almost all th.e food· ,we received
.during the route was furnished by the women, who would
. follow ~s in large numbers for miles, weeping at the cruelties to which we were subjected. They w~uld not be allowed
sometimes the discharge of their offices of charity-the 801- .
diers beating them off and reviling them with obscene and
abusive language. We were marched, at times, all night and
all day, blinded by sand 'and parched with thirst, until our
tongues were so swollen as almost to be incapable of speak-'
jng.

In this manner we were hurried on to the city of Mexico; which we reached towards the close of December. But I
must here pause, to do. justice to, one of the captains of the
Mexican army, who 'had charge of us for about five days of
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the journey, who treated us with ,kindness, and furnished us
\vith money out of his own pocket. He respected us as prisoners of war, and I lament that I cannot recall his name. He'
was the only officer who seemed to regard us as human be,ings during the whole of our long march. The foreigners
also in Chihuahua and Zacatacas, raised a contribution for
us, which gave us a temporary relieL
After we were taken prisoners, we learned that HoWland, Rosenbery and Baker, the guides We took with us from
Texas, and who had been sent on before the division left the
Palo Duro, 'had been taken and shot-as well as an American
merchant, named Rowlanq, who had, gone their security
when they were taken up, upon the information of one Brignole, a deserter from the expedition. Of these transactions
however, I can only speak from heresay. A number of other
outrages were reported to have been' perpetrated upon
American citizens-no doubt correctly reported. ,
When we arrived at Mexico, we were covered with filth
and vermin. We there met an order from Santa Ana, to be
chained with heavy iron. We were lodgeq in the Convent
Santiago, about two miles from the palace; confined in a
room over the cemetery, and the effluvia f.rom the dead bod,ie,s beneath was offensive in the extreme.
Upon our arrival, I wrote to our minister Mr. Ellis, informing him of my situation, and of being a citizen of the
Un,ited States, and stated the fact of my having gone with
the expedition only as a guest of the commissioners, which
circumstance was corroborated in writing, by Messrs. Cooke
and Brenham, two of the commissioners then' prisoners
with us.
The prisoners were, upon the order of Santa Ana,
waked up and chained two and two together, and marched
to the ,palace, at midnight. When they arrived there, the
doctor" was asleep; the prisoners were kept in the public
3.
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square for some time, for the gratification of the rabble, and
then marched back, no one daring to disturb the slumbers of
the tyrant. I wa's not then put in chains, in consequence of
my illness. Those prisoners who were able to do so, were
subsequently made to work upon the streets of'the capital.
About three weeks after we reached Mexico, two of the
prisoners made their escape. This incensed Santa Ana to
such a degree, that he ordered the "vhole,of us, the lame anq
sick included, to be chained, and made to work with the rest.
I was myself .taken. out of bed and chained with a h~avy log
chain about my ancles,·and made to work in the streets. This,
too, after I had been demanded as a Citizen of the United
States by our minister, Mr. Ellis; I was kept in chains ab.out
two weeks, and ill as I 'was, compelled to sleep' and work in
them, having thereby nearly lost my hearing, when I was
sent for by Santa Ana;.
The dictator asked me a variety of questions about myself, my parents, the objects of the expedition,and other
matters. After I was in his presence about 15 minutes, the
chains were taken off me by a blacksmith; Santa Ana then
said, that in' consequence of my youth, the capacity in which
I accompanied the expedition, and my being the son of a
general, I was at liberty, ,and might go home. During the'
interview, Santa Ana did not once mention the name of our
minister, Mr. Ellis, as having demanded me; and I gathered
from what I heard and saw, that my liberation could not be
traced to the energy of our representative in Mexico, or the
dread of the dictator of the resentment of my government.
Before my release I a~certained from our secretary of
legation that Mr. Ellis had called several times upon Santa
Ana, but was refused an audience. To my enquiry if this
was the manner in which the representative of the United
States allowed himself to be treated, he answered there was
no help for it.-Mr. Ellis subsequently addressed a note to
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Santa Ana, but what effect it had I know not; it can be
imagined from the refusal of an' audience upon three several
occasions. Whilst ,r was in prison I neither saw Mr. Elli~
nor received any word of reply to.my letters to him.' The
secretary gave for an excuse for this negligenc~ as I deemed.
it, that it was not becoming the dignity of a min'ister to correspond with a prisoner.
After my relea~e, Mr. Ellis treated me with ·attention
and politeness, and I have to thank him for the loan of money to bring me home.. Whilst sick in prison Mr. Black sent
me bedding, the foreigners sent me some necessaries, and
Mr. Lumsden loaned me some money.
Amongst the persons who accompanied the expedition
was one Mr. Faulkner, a British subject, who joined it with
Mr. Kendall and myflelf under the same circumstances, except that he did not have a passport, which Mr. Kendall had
procured before he left New Orleans from the Mexican consulate here. Mr. Packenham, the British minister, informed
. me that Mr. Faulkner would be demanded the moment he
reached the city at whatever hour in the night or day that
event would take place. I delivered a p~ckage to the British
consul of this city, Mr. Crawford, in which there was a note
from Mr. Packenham, stating that orders had been obtained for Mr. Faulkner's immediate release, although he
had not reached the city of Mexico at the date of the note.
The remainder of the expedition, under General Mc-.
Leod was expected to arrive in Mexico two days after I left
the city. I heard they had suffered very much from bad
weather, ill-treatment, &c. &c.; and that to sum up their
troubles, the small pox had made its appearance amongst
them, and they reported that about fifty had already perished, or had been left on the road, through its ravages and
the cruelty of their captors.
I have omitted to state in its proper place, that on my
release the dictator ordered his state coach to convey me in
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. my rags to look at the City, and thence in company with
. General Barragan to the office of Mr: Ellis. Several of the
higher Mexican officers in the city~especially Ba'rraganexpressed sympathy for me, and treated me kindly.
My warmest gratitude is due to the American consul
at Mexico, (Mr. Black), for his constant kindness and atten~
tion to me while sick and in chains, as well as after my release.
FRANKLIN COMBS.
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CONFEDERATE REMINISCENCES
The turning-point of the Confederate invasion of New
Mexico in 1862 was at Pigeon's Ranch, a short distance
east of Apache Canon and Glorieta Pass. At the time it was
owned bY,and got its name from, a Frenchman named Alex.
Valle who talked "pidgin" English. It was a stopping-place
of the old Santa Fe Trail, and later a post-station in the
stage service. Through the courtesy of the present owner,
Mr. T. L. Greer, we are enabled to record the recollections
of three old Confederate comrades which differ in a number
of details from the usually accepted account of that campaign. (Bancroft, xvii, 680-700; Twitchell, Leading Facts,
ii, 357-390.) They do not explain why Chivington, after destroying their supply-train in the rear, failed to hold the
strong position 'in Apache Canon and so bottle up the Confederate force; but they confirm the fact that Sibley was
not there. They seem to refute pretty clearly the assertion
that the flag of truce was used as a subterfuge to enable
them to slip away to Santa Fe, -leaving their dead and
wounded uncared for, nqr does the retreat southwards appear to have been entirely a rout. Especially noteworthy is
their tribute to the honorable treatment given their sick and
wounded in Santa Fe by General Canby, and the gracious
-serv.ices of Mrs. Canby.-L. B. B.
Trinity, Texas,
Aug. 5, 1927.
Dear Mr. Greer:
The last week of July my daughter and her daughter
and their husbands were in New Mexico and at your place
and enjoyed the short stay there very much. They bro'ught
me several pictures and also one of your little booklets which
I read with pleasure, but I told them I could give a much
more correct statemenfabout the Confederate side than the
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little booklet gave, so my daughter, Mrs. Smith, insisted on
me writing you. It isn't necessary for me to tell you that .
my education is very limited, for when. I should have .been
in school I was in the Confederate army for four years.
Well, to begin with you have got the Confederate army
that took part in the battle of Pigeon Ranch over estimated.
You say, "Sibley's army of Texas soldiers came up with 2500
and fought 3000 Union soldiers which was reinforced that
day with 400 volunteers from Colorado, commanded by
Captain Chivington, a brave and daring young man," which.
I hope to have something to say about later on.
In the first place General Sibley was not there and only
nine companies of his brigade were there. This was nine
companies of the 4th Texas Cavalry of which I am proud
to say I was a member.
On the morning of March 25th, U~62, the nine companies left Albuquerque and left 'Company ·A, commanded
by Captain Ha~demann, to guard the hospitals there which.
were full of our sick soldiers. We had had nothing to eat
for several days except bread made of flour and cold water,
not an ounce of meat of any kind or an' eye of greece. We
marched all day in a northeast direction and camped at a
gold mine, I disremember the name. We still had our same
old bill of fare, flour and water. The next day, the 26th, we
marched in the same direction until about tpe middle of the.
afternoon, and camped in the edge of aprairie which I think
was a part of the Beardsheep ranch. The hands on the
ranch began to kill and bring in a large quantity of as fat
mutton as anyone could wish for, so we were all happy once
more, but only for a short time. We began to put our mutton on the fire, and thinking and talking about what a feast
. we would have in a short time, and happened to look across
. the prairie and saw the dust rising and it was only a few
minutes until it showed to be a man. He hada paper in his'
hand and loped up to Colonel Scurry's tent and handed the
paper to the colonel. We were all watching and saw the
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colonel give him a paper and off he went. I was only a boy,
but another man was standing. by and said: "Hell is brewing and not a mile off." About that time Colonel Scurry
came down the line with his old cap in his hand and hollowing out, "Pack up, boys, Major Piran [Pyron] has been
fighting 600 Yankees with 20 men for two days and has got
a truce until 12 o'clock tomorrow and we 'must go to him."
The next order came in a few minutes to fall in line and
leave the packing up for the teamsters, so in a short time·
we were on the march for Glorieta Pass; and arrived at the
Santa Fe Trail 'where it enters the canyon about one hour
before day. We lay down on the ground until day. Soon
after day the wagon train began to arrive and we began unloading in hopes of finding our mutton, but no mutton was
to be found, so we had to be contented with our regular bill
of fare. After breakfast we formed a battle line across the
road at the head of the canyon, and held it all day, but nothing unusual occurr~d that night. We had a heavy guard
all night. Next morning [28th] after eating our breakfast
we wel"e told to put what we had left in our haversacks, that
we would not be back to camp till night, and in a few minutes we were on the march for Pigeon Ranch. When we
were in one-half or three~fourths of a mile of the corral the
picket guards began firing on us.. We formed a battle line
where a branch or ravine crosses the road and were soon under a heavy fire and a charge by the Federals. We let them
charge up to about 30 yards of us, and then we rose up out
of the ravine with a Texas yell, and a volley of rifle fire and
drove them back with some loss on both sides.. We'kept that
up for some. time when Colonel Scurry decided to divide us
up and send about one-half of the men up on the right side,
the other on the left. We kept moving up until we were opposite the old corral so we had them under a cross fire and
they pulled out and left the battlefield with us. We slept in
the old corral that night. As soon as they left Colonel Scurry rode up and called for a white handkerchief, said he
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wanted to send a flag of truce to tell them damned Yankees
to come back and pick up their, dead and wounded. No one
came forward with the white handke~chief, so the old coionel said: "God Damn it, tear off your shirt tail, we have
got to have a white flag." I had just picked up a new beautiful white silk handkerchief off of the battlefield. I hated
to give it up, but after looking around I decided there was
not a shirt tail in the crowd that would do for a white flag,
they would have suited better for battle flags, so I walked
up and gave the colonel my much prized silk handkerchief.'
He said it was just the thing and that I should have it back,
though I did not expect it, neither did I get it back. The men
that took the flag of truce said they followed the Yanks eight
miles before they caught up with them, but in a couple of
hours they were gathering up their dead and wounded.
They worked all night 'and the next day they buried their
dead and loaned us their tools to bury ours. This was the
29th and as we hadn't eaten a bite since early the morning
before, so all we had to eat that day was corn we picked up
in the corral the horses and mules had wasted. VVe.had to
)roast ,'the corn' in the ashes of our,camp fire, but it was a
change and we enjoyed it. That was the last we got to eat
that day. If theUnl~n comman,der had only known qur
condition and held out until 12 o'clock the next day the Confederates would have had to surrender as we had llO r'ations
,and our ammunition was about exhausted. vVe started out
the morning of the 28th with a good supply of ammunition,
but had used it freely all day. When Colonel Scurry would
come around he never once told us to be saving with our ammunition, but would tell us to give them Hell boys, which we
were trying to do, if he called using bullets Hell they were
getting plenty of it. Just at dark on the 29th the bugle
called us in line and Colonel Scurry made us a little speech
and told us our wagons and all supplies had been burned
and our sick taken prisoners and the nearest and only place
to 'get any supplies was in Santa Fee, which was 28 miles
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and the only' way we could get it would be to beat the Yankees there and we struck out for Santa Fe and reached there
early next morning and got quarters and plenty to eat.
Now I will have a few words to s'ay about Captain
Chivington, the brave captain from Colorado, after burning
and destroying all our supplies which I admit he had a perfeet right to do as it was enemy property, and he also had a
right to make pri~oners of our sick soldiers, but when he
lined them up and gave his men orders in case they were attacked by the Confederates to shoot them down like dogs he
was going further than any br¥tve man would or could go,
and I or any other brave man are bound to consider him a
contemptible coward.
Now I have written this and tell it all as I see it from
memory of 65 years. ,1 was in my 19th year at the battle
of Glorieta, am now .in my 85th, year. I don't know how
many men we had killed. In our company we had only four
killed and several wounded. I think the regiment lost about
75 men and maybe more, it all seems like a dream to me now
and I only wish it was. Two of my mess mates were killed,
John Manton and Willie McCormic, two boys I loved like
brothers and both killed on the left wing of our little army
firing under Major Ragly who was also killed. I don't know
bilt two men besides myself who were in the battle that are
still living. There may be others but I don't ,know who they
are or where they are, you see that has been 65 years ago and
men that was as old as 30 years are now 95. The two men
that was in the same company with me and also in the battle
of Glorieta are living in Austin, Texas. Their names are B.
H. Tyler and H. C. Wright. I am sure either of them or
both will be glad to write and give you a short history of the
part they played in the campaign in New Mexico and if you
write to them tell them it is through the request of Harvey
Holcomb,:Trinity, Texas, and ask B. H. Tyler to send you
some of his war songs. ,He wrote several songs about the
war and one about the battle of Val Verde and Glorieta
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which I am sure you will appreciate. B. H. Tyler is about
~2 or 93'years old now. .Mr. Wright is about 87 or 88 years
old now. I don't know.either of their addresses but if you
;willaddress the letter to H. C. Wright, guard at Capital,
·Austin, Texas, they will get your letter. I want you to get
letters from each of them and compare them with my letter
and see how near :;tlike we saw things. There will no doubt
be a difference as no two men can see any thing alike.
Now· before closing I must not fail to give a word for
· that noble lady, Mrs. Camby (Canby], the Federal commander's good wife. She was living in Sarita Fe when we
landed there March the 30th, 1862.. She lived in a large
house 'and threw open her door and invited in ~ll' our sick
and wounded and nursed them like they were her own sons.
· We stayed in Santa Fe about 10 days and she had her house
full of our sick and wounded boys as long as we stayed there.
At one time she was nursing 14 of our boys.. I will say this
that Mrs. Camby captured more hearts of Confederate soldiers than the old general ever captured Confederate bodies.
I must quit.
(Signed)
HaiveyHalcomb,
Trinity, Texas.
P. S. Should you write to B. H. Tyler and H. C.
Wright at Austin, Texas, I would suggest that you send
them one of your little booklets anq let them see how Colonel
Sibley's forces was so much overestimated in the battle of
Pigeon Ranch. Your little booklet says the Confederates
was 2500 strong, but we could not have' had more than 600
men all told in the Glorieta Battle. Colonel Scurry said he
only had a himd full of rp.en, but they are all damn good
scrappers.
I want to thank your little boy for the soubiner he sent
me. I appreciate them ever so much.
H.H.
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Austin. Texas, Sept. 7, 1927.
Mr. T. L. Greer,
Dear Sir:-Your very interesting letter addressed to
Mr. B. H. Tyler and myself was received yesterday. I was
not aware that Harvey Holcomb was still living. He has
been reported dead several times, and both Tyler and I have
written time and again to him and received no answer. I
will try again. B. H. Tyler is now 90 years old. I am 87.
I know of no other member of our company living. The old
brigade met for a reunion in June every year. There were
oilly 10 this year. We unite with the Hoods brigade and
J:lleet at Bryan. I inclose this year's program.. B. H. Tyler
was not able to attend. 'He lives here with his daughter (93
Rainey street). I dropped him a card yesterday and hope
he may be able to come up to the capitol to see me today (he
may be out of the city). I want to see him so as to brush up
my memory in regard to those old times. There are many
things I never· knew or cannot recall. But there are some
facts that stand olit prominently in my mind; and they are
utterly in variance with some of the things you have recorded.
In the first place Gen. Sibley was not at Glorieta. , He
did not even command the brigade at Val Verde, a month or
two before. He was utterly incompatable (some said a
coward), and Col. Tom Green was in command at that time.
At any rate after that battle we never saw him again. Col.
Green had command. as brigadier general and later as division commander until two years later he was killed. As well
as I remember (I will consult Tyler about it) only two of our
regiment (4th and 5th) took part in the Glorieta fight. if
so then we did not have over 1200 or 1500 men. Even if the
7th (3rd of our brigade) were present we could not have
had quite 2,000.
We left Santa Fe and marched some 15 or 20 miles to
meet the Fed's. We camped two or three days waiting for
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them, but they did not show up. Then our scouts brought
word that they were on their way, and leaving our camp we
went forward and met them at the pass. It was a hard fight
for they were brave men. But tho we wer~ greatly outnumbered we drove them steadily back until at last they retreated in great confusion. So much so that a white flag
messenger had to gallop for miles before he could find offi. cers in sufficient command to stop the retreat and send back
men to bury the dead and care for the wounded. It was a
great shock to us to find that after we had won the battle
we had lost the victory by our supplies having been destroyed.
Your account says they killed 1100 mules. At the outside we did not have over 500, and I for one never saw or
heard of a dead one. They captured the mules and drove
them Off, and burned our wagons (less than 100) and supplies.
There was a lot of sick and wounded men there; also
cooks, drivers and camp guards. These they payrolled. The
most of our men marched back to Santa Fee that night and
there commandered supplies. But others remained on the
battlefield to care for the dead and wounded. A few provisions were found. I myself'found a lot of baled buffalo meat
(the first and only lot I have ever seen), said to have been
put up by Indians and a number of sacks of flour. These
were stored at a little place about a mile, as well as I can remember, down the road from the pass. I ha'd a dear friend
shot down by my side in the battle. I was compelled to leave
him, but when the fight was over I went back to look for
him, but did not,find him till the next day. He had been
taken off the field (had wandered off himself) and got to
this little place-there I found him with a dozen more
wounded men piled on the dirt floor helpless and forgotten.
I at once took charge and as I said found a lot of meat and
flour hidden a,,;,ay. I secured a sack of flour and a bale of
meat, the rest disappeared like magic. In a little dugout (or
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potatoe house) I found a hen just beginning to set on 13
eggs. That hen made into soup and those eggs fed those
poor fellows nearly a week until the last of them (that lived)
was hauled into Santa Fee.
Her'e I want to state that Mrs. Gen. Canby, the lovely
wife of a noble man and also a sympathiser with the south.
invented a way in the absence of ambulances to bring the
wounded to town. She had tent cloths nailed acro~s the
rough wagon beds, so as to form hammocks, on which
wounded could ride in comparative comfort, thus doubtless
saving many lives. I with my wounded friend remained
nearly a week until the only ambulance could be obtained for
him. (I am glad to say he finally recovered and lived to be
84) .
Our troops remained in Santa Fee (I think) about a
week and then started for Texas. Doubtless they endured
hardships on the way, but as for having to kill and eat their
horses and mules, that is all nonsence. There were but few
deaths on the way, and the fact that only 1200 reached Fort
Bliss only shows how greatly their numbers were overestimated in the battles. Neither did the Feds follow them up
closely. It was quite a while after they left Santa Fee before the Feds ~ver came in sight of the town, and five
months later when I passed through Mesilla no federal
troops had been nearer than Fort Craig over ;;t hundred
miles above.
You see Ihad remained in .Santa Fee at the hospital to
care for my friend. Now I never heard hefore that Gen.
Canby commanded the Feds at Glorieta. We had left him
at Fort Craig after the battle of Val Verde and how he could
have passed our army and gotten away above Santa Fe I
can't see. It may be so but I never heard it before. However he was in command. of the forces that came into the
town after our troops left, and right here I want to pay tribute to one of the noblest men that ever served in any army.
It was fUlly a week after the troops entered S. F. before
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we were aware of it. Not a man was allowed to come near
the hospital, and not until our supplies and prov·isions had
. entirely failed did we have any intercourse with them at all.
At last our officers with 3 or 400 sick or wounded on their
hands were forced to appeal for help. They went to Gen.
Canby and stated the case.
He replied: "Gentlemen, r had no intentions of interfering with the hospital in any way. But the only way I can
assist you would be as prisoners of war."
They told him that was what we expected.. He then
sent down and took our Weapons, als'o our. names, commands,
etc. Then he issued us full supplies of everything needful,
and months ·afterwards when we were able .to travel furnish~d mules, wagons and provisions and sent us back to
Texas, of course· under parole. A nobler man never lived
and when he was murdered by Modoc Jack I was grieved
to my heart. But I must close before I become tireso:qJ.e. I
could write much more, but will spare you. I would love to
meet you, and if you ever come to Austin come to see me.
You will find me at the capitol.
Very truly yours,
.(Signed) H. C. WrIght.
I met Mr. Tyler and he could not add anything to what
I have written. He is very feeble.
H.C. W.
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HENRY WOODRUFF

Henry Woodruff was born in Connecticut on December
31,1849, a lineal descendant of Matthew and Hannah Woodruff who settled in the historic town of Farmington in 1640,
in which their memory is preserved by the. Hannah Wood)
ruff Chapter, Daughters of tl:Je American Revolution, and
the Woodruff Inn, a famous hostelry. Accompanying his
parents to Dixon, IlL, in 1858, ill health brought on by an'
attack of the Spanish influenza, in 1872, took him to Colorado, where he lived in Pueblo, then at Leadville, and finally
at Fort Garland. There he met Miss Sarah Frazer, who had
come from her Missouri home in 1879, to teach school. Their
wedding took place on December 21, 1882. In 1880, Mr.
Woodruff went into the cattle business in Colfax county,
his ranch being located near the town of Springer. In 1888,
Mr. and Mrs. Woodruff took up their residence in Santa Fe.
In 1890 he was appointed curator of The Historical Society
of New, Mexico which at that time occupied only the two
rooms and the hallway at the east end of the Palace of the
Governors. Mrs. Woodruff joined him in looking after the
treasures of the Society. Together, in the forty years of
faithful service, they must have greetp-d something like a
million visitors to the Palace. They saw the collections of
the Society grow accession by accession, until now it occupies practically the entire eastern half of the Palace and has
stored aW,ay many objects which cannot be exhibited for
lack of space. A few months ago, Mr. and Mrs. Woodruff
announced that they expected to retire from the service of
the Society on July 1, this year, 'and plans were under way
to give the couple a testimonial dinner in lieu of the May
meeting, to signalize the completion of forty years of faithful and loyal service. But Death stepped in and took Mr.
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Woodruff on the morning of May 4, 1930. Interment was
made in Fairview Cemetery, services being by the Rev.
Walter Trowbridge of the Church of the Holy Faith. Mrs.
Woodruff bravely took up again the curatorship of· the 80~iety in order to serve out the time she and Mr. Woodruff
had set themselves for retirement. Like her husba,nd, she
is a life member of The Historical Society.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodruff with their geniality, their
faithfulness and their tact, won the admiration and friendship of the many with whom they came in contact, and to
, their fellows they were shining exemplars of good citizenship.-P.A.F.W.
JOSE

E. CHAVES

Jose E. Chaves, life member of the New Mexico Historical Society, died suddenly at his home in Los Angeles, on
Tuesday, May 13. Born in 1870, at Belen, Valencia county,
he had just celebrated his sixtieth birthday. He was the son
6f the late Felipe Chaves, the descendarit of an illustrious
family, which traces qack its ancestry many centuries in the
history of Spain. Don Felipe, was reputed to be a man of
great wealth and much influence. At Los Padillas near
Albuquerque, he had established the first steam flour mill
in New Mexico, b'ut a flood· which swept down the Rio
Grande compelled him to flee. . Says a chronicler of the
eVent: "The mules were slow and the water of the river·
close behind but Don Felipe and his family reached Belen
in safety and it was there in one of the old houses of. the
Estate that Jose was born." He was only seven years when
he accompanied his mother and sisters over the Santa Fe
';trail. to St. Louis where he learned English at Miss Cusbach's Scho·ol. He attended Notre Dame, Indiana. At 14,
he went to New Haven, Conn., to attend military school but
circumstances inducted him in the Hopkins Grammar School
or Academy. He lived in the family of General Russell.
found·er of "Scroll and Keys," and grew very fond of the
?
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Academy, remembering it financially in an endowment
campaign in later years.. The boy was active in athletic
games including football, baseball and tennis. On several
occasions, during critical plays, he carried off victory for
his school in their games against Yale Freshmen and other
antagonists: He taught several prominent residents of New
Haven, the finer points of Tennis, and for many years gave
a trophy cup to the New York Tennis Club. Chaves was
prevented from entering Yale by his Jack of Greek, at that
time an essential requirement; and matriculated at Cornell.
He followed his favorite professor, George Bassett Moore,
to Columbia, and became very fond of New YorkCity where
he joined the New York Athletic Club and' the Seventh
Regiment, at his death being a member of the Veterans Club
of both organizatIons. He was confirmed in the Protestant
Episcopal faith by Bishop Johnson in Los Angeles, and became a member of tl;1e Church Club in New York City. He
was an attendant at St. Bartholomew's church and a close
friend of Dr.. Leighton Parks, pastor emeritus. Mr. Chaves
was not only a successful financier, a large stockholder of
The Fi·rst National Bank of Santa Fe, but also took an in'"
terest in science. He belonged to the Metropolitan 'Museum
of Art, the Museum of Natural History, the Zoological Garden, the Botanical Garden and the Hor.ticultural Society of
New York, of.tenattending their· meetings. In 1906, he
married Ella May Berger., .daughter of Colonel William
Berger-, .for :so many years prominent in the affairs of the
New Mexico Historical Society. The' wedding took place in
St. Mark's Church in Denver. Eight years ago, Mr. Chaves
underwent an operation on his vocal chords, the after-effects
of which caused him to seek Palm Beach, Florida, during
the first three or four months of each year. During the summer he would come to New Mexico and California, maintaining residences in both states, while fall and early winter
were spent in New York City. Besides his widow, a sister,
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Manuelita Chaves of Albuquerque, survives him. The funeral services were held in Los Angeles, interment being -in
Inglewood Cemetery.-P~A;F.W.
EDWARD

P.

DAVIES

Tragic was the death of Edward P. Davies, another
life member of'The New Mexico Historical Society, After
a discussion with Ramon Garcia over an estate for which
Mr. Davies was attorney, Garcia fired a revolver, the bullet
piercing the brain of Mr. Davies. Garcia turned the revolver on himself, but the wound he inflicted did not prove fatal.
Davies died several hours later in St. Vincent's Sanitarium,
Monday" May 12, leaving
wid~w, a daughter and two
sons.
Edward Patrick Davies was born at Floren, Iowa, in
January 1880, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Patrick'Davies, who
died only recently. He attended the schools ,of Iowa City
and later Drake University. He was admitted to the Iowa
'bar when lie was only 21 years old. 'He served as assist~nt
secretary to Governor Cummings and became associated in
law with Lieutenant G~vern~r James Murtaugh 01 Iowa.
In 1906 'he came to Willard, Torrance county, and opened a~
law office. In'1912'he arrived with his family in 'Santa Fe,
going into partnership with Attorney A. B. R~nehan, but
eventually establishing himself in his own office. As a Republican, he was active in politics, serving as assistant district attorney, as mayor of the City of Santa Fein 1918, was
a member of the legislative house, assisted in codifying the
Laws, was considered fbr judicial nominations, was an 'eloquent campaigner and esteemed for his oratorical powers.
Mr. Davies was state deputy of the Knights of Columbus for
nine years, past exalted ruler of the Elks and active in the
Woodmen of the World.-P..A..F.W. "
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Texan Santa Fe Expedition.
BY THOMAS FALCONER.
& Pine Bookshops, Inc. New York City, 1930. Pp ..
160.) The Texan Santa Fe Expedition 1841-1842, not entirely out of the realm-of controversy, hadas its main chronicler George Wilkins Kendall whose Na1'rative of the Texan
Santa Fe Expedition went through many editions. Falconer, an Englishman by birth, a writer on legal subjects, accompanied
the expedition as. a scientific observer. His Diary,
.
which was printed as an appendix to the seventh edition of
Kendall's Narrative, adds much to' the value of Kendall'saccount. As stated in the Int1'oduction to the present edition
by F. W. Hodge: "Kendall as we have seen, had no personal
knowledge of the experiences of the main force of the expedition after he had .joined the party under Captain Sutton,
sent forward by General McLeod from the Quintufue 011
August 31 to find the New Mexico settlements. Kendall
'was also the acknowledged debtor to Falconer for the description of the Spanish missions in the vicinity of San Antonio, in his third chapter, as well as for the names and dates
of the several places through which the prisoners passed on
their march from San Miguel to the City of Mexico. However, there are divergencies between dates given by the two
writers, explained by the fact that the Santa Fe authorities
seized most of the papers of Falconer and his companions,
and "it would seem from this that the memory of each was
often taxed to determine the specific dates of the earlier
stages of the journey, but that Falconer's dates, on the
whole, are the more trustworthy." Falconer's diary appeared in part in th~ Daily P'icayune of New Orleans in 1842,
and completely in pamphlet form the same year. The present edition is supplemented with the letter of introduction
addressed to President Lamar of Texas in Falconer's behalf,
~Dauber
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an invitation to Falconer to become a member of the expedition, his acceptance, and a note from Falconer to Lamar.
The footnotes by Hodge are invaluable. The paper, letter
press and binding of the present edition are attractive.
The Catholic Historical ReV1:ew for April~-The April
number has as its leading article the presidential address of
Leo Francis Stock at the annual meeting 'of the American
Catholic Historical Association at Washington, D. C., its
subject being: "Catholic Participation in the Diplomacy of
the Southern Confederacy." "The Lateran Concordat with
Italy," by Philip Bet:narclini, "Popular Church Building in
Medieval France," by Hewitt B. Vinnedg~, "The Reforma:"
tion at Cambridge," by Lawrence K. Patterson, are other
contributions. A detailed account of the Tenth Annual
Meeting of the American Catholic HistoriCal Association,
extensive Book Reviews and "Not"es and Comments" complete the number.
Ch1"On1:cles of Olela-homa for June reprints the Oklahoma
section of "Jacob Fowler's .Journal" with comment and
. notes by W. Julian Fessler. Other articles are: "John Chisholm, a Soldier of Fortune" by Kate White; "Notes on Perryville" by Muriel H. Wright; "The Life and Work of Sequoiah" by John B. Davis; "Government of the Creek Indians" 1?y Ohland Morton, and "Fort Towson" by W. B.
Morrison.
Minnesota History for JU:le prints "The Early History
of Steambo"ating on the Minnesota River" by William J. Petersen: This is followed by "Ralph Waldo Emerson in Min. nesota" by Hubert H. Hoeltje; "Minnesota as Seen by Travelers in 1853," and the regular departmental notes.
Missou1"i Hjstorical Review for April. The story of
"Taterman L. Ormsbby, "special correspondent of The Ne.1.V
Y01'k Herald, and the first and only through passenger by
the overland mail route, in 3 ·hours less than 24 ·rlay.s," is
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reviewed in the April Missou,ri Historical Review which re-.
print~ the item from Daily Alta California of· October" 12,
1858. "Advisory C~ristitutional Opinions of the Missoud
Supreme Court" by Buel Leopard Smith, "Some Impressions
of Frank P. Blair" by C. B. Rollins, "Experiences of Lewis
Bissell" boug·herty on the Oregon Trail" by Ethel Massie
Withers; "Public Opinion and the Inflation· Movement in
~issouri, 1875-1879," by J: A. Leach; "John Bradbury, the
Eadiest St. Louisan of BotaniCal Note," arid "Ducharme's
Invasion of Missouri, an Incident in the Anglo-Spa·riish Rivalry for the Indian Trade," are the main articles in the
issue.-P.A.F.W.
JUNE MEETING OF SOCIETY
At the monthly meeting of the New Mexico Historical
society· in the Palace of the Governors on Tuesday evening,
Jurie 17, the president announced the death of fourIife members since last meeting: Curator Henry Woodruff, Jose E.
Chavez, J. M. C. Chaves, arid E. P. Davies, and presented
biographical sketch~s paying a tribute especially to the loyalty, efficiency and high character of the late curator who
. died after 40 years of service.. Among accessions reported
were the fatigue cap of Colonel Albert J. Fountain as a
member of -the First New Mexico volunteer militia, the gift"
of his son, Albert J. Fountain of Dona Ana county;.a copy
of Archbishop J. B. Salpointe's rare volume "Soldiers of the
Cross," presented by Mrs. R. E. Twitchell; vestments and
chair of Padre Martinez, the gift of Miss Candida Read,
"daughter of the late Benjamin M. Read. Most interesting
were a map of the west dated 1846, old papers and letters
found in the old Delgado house on Burro alley t~rn down by
Dave Steele. The president reported that the executive
committee had named Miss Hester Jones as curator and
guide to the Historical Society collections succeeding Mr.
and Mrs. Wooerruff. The committee arranged for partic~-
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pation ofthe Society with the University of New Mexico and
the School of American Research in research work in the
archives.in Mexico by the· secretary of the Society, Mr.
Lansing Bloom, who will leave for Mexico City on July 21,
and also for the sorting and classifyIng of the society's priceless newspaper files. The fo]]ovving were elected to membership of the society:. Mrs. Howard Anderson of Chihuahua, Mrs. F. F. Doepp of Carlsbad, Vivian Macan of London, Mrs. Walter Trumbull of New York City, Mrs. F. E.
Mera, Mrs. Harry P. Mera, Mrs. H. Postma of Holland;
Clarence Reckmeyer of Fremont, Neb.; Mrs. David Reiter,
Frank E. Andrews, Mrs. R. O. Brown, Judge Reed Holloman, Mrs. F. A; Koch, Mrs. Levi A. Hughes, Mrs. David J.
McComb, Mrs. Arthur Seligman, R. C. TenEyck, Cassius D.
McCormick, Harvey S. Lutz, A. W. Anderson of Carlsbad,
William McPherson of Orange, Calif.; Floyd Studer of Amarillo, Texas; Clinton H. Kearny of San Antonio; Los Alamos
Ranch school, Santa Fe Transportation company, New Mexico Normal university, Cleveland public library and University of Wyoming.
Those present took cognizance of the rearrangement of
exhibits into period rooms under the direction of Dr. Edgar
L. Hewett and the museum staff and under the guidance of
Mrs. Rupert F. Asplund. The exhibits are declared to be the
most interesting and most attractively displayed of any
American historical society. Through the generosity of the
museum authorities additional space has been allotted the
Society until its exhibits now occupy one-half of the palace.
-Santa Fe Daily New .~Iexican.

